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Abstract
Organizations continuously strive to engage customers in the services development process. The
social web facilitates this process by enabling novel channels for voluntary feedback-sharing and
collaborative interaction through social media and technologically advanced environments. The
component parts of these environments are information systems that are linked with social media
and designed for large displays to support interactivity.
The work performed during this research involved the design and assessment of operational
software features for encouraging user engagement through publicly displayed information
systems. Drawing upon socio-psychological theories and interconnecting them to the seven social
influence design principles listed in the Persuasive Systems Design model, this dissertation
examines the role of persuasive software features in altering human behavior with respect to
engagement in feedback-sharing and collaborative interaction.
The dissertation consists of five quantitative studies, including one Twitter survey (involving
403 respondents) and four experiments with publicly displayed Twitter-based systems (involving
284 users), that successively complement each other to address the main research question: How
can social influence design principles persuade people to engage with publicly displayed systems
that are integrated with social media?
The results of these studies reveal interplay between the design principles and indicate that they
have the capacity to improve the persuasiveness of information systems and predict the behavioral
intentions of users to engage with such systems in the future. Based on these findings, a framework
for studying socially influencing systems (SIS) is proposed. This framework is potentially
instrumental in achieving a richer understanding of how to effectively harness social influence for
enhanced user engagement through socio-technical environments and for the future development
of persuasive information systems.

Keywords: behavior change, persuasive systems design, public displays, social
influence, Twitter, user engagement

Stibe, Agnis, Sosiaalisuuden kautta suostuttelevat tietojärjestelmät. Kannustaminen
julkisilla näytöillä tapahtuvaan Twitter-pohjaiseen viestintään
Oulun yliopiston tutkijakoulu; Oulun yliopisto, Tieto- ja sähkötekniikan tiedekunta,
Tietojenkäsittelytieteiden laitos
Acta Univ. Oul. A 630, 2014
Oulun yliopisto, PL 8000, 90014 Oulun yliopisto

Tiivistelmä
Organisaatioiden palvelukehityksen tavoitteena on sitouttaa ja innostaa asiakkaita. Sosiaalinen
verkko edistää tätä prosessia tarjoamalla uusia väyliä niin vapaaehtoiselle palautteenjaolle kuin
sosiaalisessa mediassa ja edistyneissä teknologisissa ympäristöissä tapahtuvalle interaktiiviselle
yhteistyöllekin. Nämä ympäristöt koostuvat tietojärjestelmistä, jotka on yhdistetty sosiaaliseen
mediaan, ja jotka on suunniteltu interaktiota edistäville suurille näytöille.
Tässä tutkimuksessa on suunniteltu ja arvioitu ohjelmisto-ominaisuuksia, joiden tarkoitus on
suostutella ja osallistuttaa julkisesti esilläolevien tietojärjestelmien ja näyttöjen kautta. Tutkimus nojaa sosiopsykologiseen teoriapohjaan, ja yhdistää näitä seitsemään sosiaalisen vaikuttamisen suunnitteluperiaatteeseen, jotka on kuvattu vaikuttavien suunnittelumenetelmien mallissa. Tämä väitöstyö tutkii vaikuttavien ohjelmistollisten ominaisuuksien osuutta käyttäytymisen
muuttamisessa kohdistuen erityisesti siihen, miten loppukäyttäjää voidaan suostutella jakamaan
palautetta ja ottamaan osaa interaktiiviseen yhteistyöhön.
Työ koostuu viidestä määrällisestä tutkimuksesta, jotka vastaavat tutkimuskysymykseen:
kuinka sosiaalisen vaikuttamisen suunnitteluperiaatteet voivat suostutella ja vakuuttaa ihmiset
käyttämään julkisesti esilläolevia järjestelmiä, jotka on yhdistetty sosiaaliseen mediaan? Tutkimuksista yksi on Twitter-kyselytutkimus (403 vastaajaa) ja neljä tutkimusta tehtiin julkisesti
esilläolevalla Twitter-pohjaisella järjestelmällä (284 vastaajaa).
Tutkimusten tulokset osoittavat mainittujen suunnitteluperiaatteiden keskinäisen vuorovaikutuksen, sekä kuinka niiden avulla voidaan parantaa tietojärjestelmien vaikuttavuutta ja ennustaa
tulevaa käyttöä. Tutkimustulosten pohjalta työssä luodaan viitekehys sosiaalisesti vaikuttavien
järjestelmien tutkimukseen. Tämä viitekehys on keskeisessä asemassa pyrittäessä saavuttamaan
syvällisempi ymmärrys siitä, kuinka käyttäjiä voidaan suostutella hyödyntämällä sosiaalista vaikuttamista. Viitekehystä voidaan käyttää myös vaikuttavien järjestelmien kehittämisessä.

Asiasanat: käyttäytymisen muutos, julkiset näytöt, käyttäjän kannustaminen,
sosiaalinen vaikuttaminen, Twitter, vakuuttavien järjestelmien suunnittelu

To those who trust me
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Proem
The world is round and so it provides us with an opportunity to get anywhere
we want — but if we walk blind we may never realize when we are actually
coming back to where we were before.
Agsti
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Introduction

The emergence of the social web and its rapidly evolving nature are continuously
reshaping how businesses engage customers (Aral et al. 2013). Ever-growing
connectivity not only provides new methods for organizations to retain existing
customer relationships, but also enables novel approaches to providing rich
customer engagement experiences (Payne et al. 2008). At the same time,
customers are steadily developing an understanding of the spectrum of
opportunities provided by emerging technologies; they acquire new habits of
interaction and consumption, which then determine their expectations about how
services should be designed (Prahalad & Ramaswamy 2003, Schlager et al. 2013).
Customers increasingly demand products and services that match their needs
and individual preferences (Moeller et al. 2013). Therefore, businesses
continuously seek opportunities to understand their customers’ expectations
(Mangold & Faulds 2009). In other words, organizations need to reach their
customers proactively, collect feedback, and provide convenient and immediate
ways for customers to interact with them (Nambisan & Baron 2009).
1.1

Research context

The web has become increasingly mobile and social over the last decade
(Appleford et al. 2014). Social media has rapidly expanded and businesses
already use social media to develop relationships with their customers (The
Nielsen Company 2012). Established social media, such as Facebook and Twitter,
are being used as platforms for these relationships to take place. Today, people
visit pages of organizations on Facebook or post tweets containing account names
of organizations on Twitter to provide instant feedback about their experiences
with products and services (Jansen 2009, Gummerus 2012). These developments
influence various aspects of everyday life by changing human behavior in both
virtual and physical space. For example, people use social media more often
through mobile devices (Cheng et al. 2014). This broadens the potential for
businesses to establish new forms of interaction with their customers as they
move around. In addition, the situated displays that are often present in public
places nowadays attract people’s attention (Memarovic et al. 2012, Huang et al.
2008), facilitate interaction with them (Alt et al. 2013, Brignull & Rogers 2003),
and influence their behavior (Dalsgaard et al. 2011, O’Hara 2003).
19

1.1.1 Social media in public space
The synthesis of social activity and technologically advanced environments forms
an opportune channel for businesses to connect with customers and collect their
feedback almost instantly. For example, organizations can post questions and
concerns on public displays and people can use their social media accounts on
smartphones to respond.
Studies have been conducted in this kind of environment, but quite often they
were focused either on social interaction through public and private screens (Choi
& Seeburger 2011, Müller et al. 2010) or on behavior change due to interactive
environments (Mathew 2005, Jafarinaimi et al. 2005). Thus, the main focus of
this dissertation is to enrich this knowledge with examining feedback-sharing and
collaborative behaviors facilitated through public displays. In this particular
setting, businesses can engage customers more naturally, as such interactions are
completely voluntary (Nambisan & Baron 2009). For the same reason, this setting
also provides a valuable opportunity to assess specific mechanisms that influence
people’s motivation to participate, similarly as it has been done in other contexts
(Bishop 2007, Nov et al. 2009).
1.1.2 SOMELETTI research project
All of the studies in this dissertation were conducted in line with the objectives of
the SOMELETTI research project on “Social Media in Public Space” (grant
1362/31), supported by Tekes, the Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and
Innovation. The main aim of this research project was to examine the possibilities
of integrating social media systems as seamless parts of physical spaces and
developing the offered services in those spaces through the feedback gathered
from social media.
Merging social media and physical space is a relatively new but very
promising research area (Humphreys 2010, 2013). Previously, physical and
virtual spaces very often were regarded as completely separate areas (Donath &
Boyd 2004), but in practice, social media can provide a convenient channel for
real-time customer engagement, for example, in feedback collection at public
places like airports (Fig. 1) and shopping malls.

20

Fig. 1. Public display in Oulu Airport, Finland (photo: Teemu Puolitaival).

Such an approach can challenge the traditional view on the capabilities, limits,
and constraints of physical facilities, provoking new ways of capitalizing on the
integration of social media in public places. For example, the customer feedback
gathered through social media systems at physical locations can provide valuable
ideas and suggestions about how to improve the services and products that are
offered at a particular public place.
One such public places involved in the SOMELETTI research project was
Oulu Airport in Finland, where questions were shown on a public display (Fig. 1,
the bright screen in the background) and travelers were able to provide answers
through their accounts on Twitter.
1.2

Research question

As postulated by Oinas-Kukkonen and Harjumaa (2009), information technology
is never neutral, but more targeted effects on the behaviors and attitudes of their
21

users should be sought through implementation of persuasive design principles.
By implication, users are more likely to perceive information systems as
persuasive when they are based on these design principles, facilitating behavioral
and attitudinal change within novel socio-technical contexts. For example, a
public projection system could harness social influence design principles to
engage people in feedback-sharing or collaborative interaction. To enable a
natural and habitual communication channel for participant interaction, which is
inherently social in nature, appropriate social media could be integrated with the
displayed system.
Earlier research about similar environments often concentrates either on
interaction through public screens (Davies et al. 2014, Edmonds et al. 2006,
Müller et al. 2010), on behavior changes urged by interactive environments
(Mathew 2005, Winkler et al. 2014), or on location-based tracking and messaging
(Bernhardt et al. 2012, Mistilis et al. 2014). However, there is a need to gain
deeper understanding about how social influence could be further harnessed to
engage people through publicly displayed systems that are integrated with social
media.
Accordingly, the present dissertation attempts to answer the following
overarching research question:
How can social influence design principles persuade people to engage with
publicly displayed systems that are integrated with social media?
More elaborate presentation of the particular research questions underpinning all
studies included in this dissertation is provided in the following section.
1.3

Research approach

According to Chatterjee and Price (2009), studying the ability of persuasive
technologies to engage users is a pivotal future research direction. In line with
that, this dissertation explores how social influence design principles can affect
the perceived persuasiveness of a publicly displayed system and the behavioral
intention of users to engage with it in the future. At the same time, the dissertation
examines various correlations between the social influence design principles.
To achieve that, an online survey was conducted to learn about behaviors and
attitudes of Twitter users (Study I) and, subsequently, an information system
(hereinafter, the system) composed of social influence design principles was
developed and its variations were empirically examined with 284 Twitter users
22

altogether (Studies II–V). The detailed characteristics of Studies I–V are
presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Detailed characteristics of Studies I–V.
Study

Type

Information

Context

system
I

Online

Number of Relevant social influence Self-reported
respondents design principles

Twitter

403

survey

outcomes

Social learning (SL),

Users’ behaviors

social comparison (SC),

on and attitudes

normative influence (NI),

about Twitter

social facilitation (SF),
competition (CT)
II

Experiment

Twitter-

Feedback-

based

sharing

37

Social learning (SL),

Perceived

social facilitation (SF),

effectiveness

cooperation (CR),

(PE)

competition (CT),
recognition (RE)
III

Experiment

Twitter-

Feedback-

based

sharing

69

Social learning (SL),

Perceived

social comparison (SC),

persuasiveness

normative influence (NI)

(PP), behavioral
intention (BI)

IV

Experiment

Twitter-

Collaborative

based

Interaction

101

Social learning (SL),

Perceived

social facilitation (SF),

persuasiveness

cooperation (CR)

(PP), behavioral
intention (BI),
engagement
(EN)

V

Experiment

Twitter-

Feedback-

based

sharing

77

Social learning (SL),

Perceived

social comparison (SC),

persuasiveness

normative influence (NI),

(PP), behavioral

social facilitation (SF),

intention (BI)

cooperation (CR),
competition (CT),
recognition (RE)

The aim of Study I (Stibe et al. 2011) was to understand users’ behaviors and
attitudes on Twitter. This study was focused on answering the following research
question:
What kinds of inherent persuasion patterns exist in Twitter that can change
users’ behaviors and/or attitudes?

23

One of the main findings from Study I confirmed that this social media platform
is influential for stimulating actions outside the virtual world. Based on that,
Twitter was selected as the communication platform for integration with the
information system that was developed for displaying on public screens.
Further, Studies II–V were conducted to implement social influence design
principles as persuasive software features in the system and to evaluate their
effects on user engagement in feedback-sharing and collaborative interaction.
Study II (Stibe & Oinas-Kukkonen 2014a) was designed to answer the following
research questions:
Which social influence design principles are relevant for fostering user
engagement in feedback-sharing?
How and to what extent do social influence design principles explain users’
perceptions about the effectiveness of feedback-sharing systems?
In answering the first question, five social influence design principles were
identified, namely, social facilitation, social learning, cooperation, competition,
and recognition, and then implemented as persuasive software features. Further
results revealed that all together, they explained more than half of the variance
(54%) in users’ perceptions about the effectiveness of the system.
In Study III (Stibe et al. 2013), the remaining two social influence design
principles that out of the seven principles listed by Oinas-Kukkonen and
Harjumaa (2009) had not been included in Study II, namely social comparison
and normative influence, were designed and studied separately through an attempt
to answer the following research question:
How do persuasive software features of social learning, social comparison,
and normative influence relate to each other, and how do they affect the
persuasiveness of an information system and the behavioral intention to use it
for sharing feedback?
The results of Study III demonstrated that these features accounted for 45% of the
variance in users’ perceptions about the persuasiveness of the system and 24% of
the variance in their behavioral intention to use such systems in the future.
In Study IV (Stibe & Oinas-Kukkonen 2014b), three social influence design
principles from Study II, namely social facilitation, social learning, and
cooperation, were studied in a setting that was designed for voluntary
collaborative interaction. For this reason, the principles of competition and
24

recognition were not included in Study IV, as compared to Study II. Accordingly,
the research question for Study IV was proposed as follows:
How do social influence design principles of social facilitation, social
learning, and cooperation persuade people to collaborate through publicly
displayed systems integrated with social media?
The results of Study IV demonstrated that these features accounted for 46% of the
variance in users’ perceptions about the persuasiveness of the system, which alone
explained 34% of the variance in actual engagement and 45% of the variance in
users’ behavioral intention to use such systems in the future.
Finally, Study V (Stibe & Oinas-Kukkonen 2014b) comprised all seven social
influence design principles and attempted to answer the following research
question:
How can social influence design principles persuade people to engage with
publicly displayed systems that are integrated with social media?
The results of Study V revealed the substance of correlations between the design
principles and their capacity to explain approximately half of the variance (52%)
in the persuasiveness of the system, which further substantially predicted their
intentions to use such systems in the future (40%).
1.4

Dissertation structure

This dissertation presents relevant background information in the next section,
reviews social influence design principles in Section 3, describes research
methodology in Section 4, provides research contributions in Section 5, discusses
findings and their implications in Section 6, and concludes in Section 7.
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2

Background

This research is positioned in the field of persuasive technologies (Fogg 2003)
and was developed using the Persuasive Systems Design model (Oinas-Kukkonen
& Harjumaa 2009). The theoretical background of this dissertation was mainly
built upon socio-psychological theories that inform the design of persuasive
software features for social influence, their expected relationships, and potential
effects on user behavior targeted to engage in feedback-sharing and collaborative
interaction through public displays that are integrated with social media.
The specific research area of this dissertation, namely, socially influencing
systems (SIS), emerged on the intersection of five themes (Fig. 2), which are
further discussed in the following sub-sections.

Social
cognitive
perspective
(2.1.2)

Socially
influencing
systems
(SIS)

Fig. 2. Research background for this dissertation.
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Accordingly, the aforementioned themes are further allocated under the sections
of theoretical foundations, behavioral outcome, and technology context.
2.1

Theoretical foundations

Earlier research in the areas of persuasive technology (Fogg 1998, Fogg 2003,
Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa 2009) and social cognitive perspective (Bandura
1977, 1986, 1991, 2001) constitute the theoretical basis for this dissertation.
2.1.1 Persuasive technology
Fogg (2003) argues that, compared to humans, computers can be more effective
persuaders because of their capacity to maintain a high level of interactivity and
to adjust influence tactics as situations develop. In addition, they can be more
persistent, offer greater anonymity, manage huge volumes of data, display
information in multiple ways, scale according to demand, and be accessed from
almost everywhere. Technologies can be designed to alter human behavior in
various contexts such as health (Chatterjee & Price 2009, Kelders et al. 2012,
Purpura et al. 2011), energy efficiency (Ham & Midden 2014, Oliveira et al.
2012), environment (Loock et al. 2011, Zachrisson & Boks 2012), ecology
(Froehlich et al. 2010, Ganglbauer et al. 2013), education (Lucero et al. 2006,
Mintz & Aagaard 2012), safety (Chittaro 2014, de Vries et al. 2014), tourism
(Gretzel 2011, Kim & Fesenmaier 2008), security (Siponen et al. 2010), and
business (Yu et al. 2011). Technologies per se are not intended to influence users,
but through services that can be designed on top of them, they can facilitate
behavior change and simplify the behavior change process (Lockton 2012).
Oinas-Kukkonen and Harjumaa (2009) have extended Fogg’s (2003) work on
persuasive technologies to propose the Persuasive Systems Design model, which
describes key issues, a process model, and design principles for developing and
evaluating persuasive information systems. The model suggests that the selection
of relevant persuasive design principles requires careful analysis of the context of
persuasion—that is, the intent, the event, and the strategy (Oinas-Kukkonen &
Harjumaa 2009).
Intent comprises two components: persuader and type of change. In the
present research, persuaders are entities (e.g., organizations or educational
institutions) that seek to alter user behavior (change type) toward increased
engagement in feedback-sharing and collaborative interaction.
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The persuasion event contains three parts: use context, user context, and
technology context. First, entities endow a physical space with a persuasive
system (use context) designed for the aforementioned intent. Second, users
observe and interact with the system through their existing social media account
by posting messages (user context). Third, the system collects all relevant usergenerated content from social media, aggregates it, and then displays it on a
public screen (technology context).
For the persuasion strategy, it is important to understand the message and the
route. In the present study, the underlying message is that the collaborative efforts
of users and entities can lead to co-creation of value for both. This research
employs indirect routes of persuasion through the social influence design
principles of social learning, social comparison, normative influence, social
facilitation, cooperation, competition, and recognition, discussed in more detail in
Section 3.
The model has previously been examined in a number of contexts (Kelders et
al. 2012, Langrial et al. 2012) and it suggests that not all the design principles
should be applied in every case; instead, their selection should be based on a
thorough understanding of a given problem domain and the underlying theories
(Oinas-Kukkonen 2013). In general, the model lists the technological possibilities
for designing persuasive systems, while social psychology provides the
influencing strategies that might motivate people to engage.
According to Oinas-Kukkonen and Harjumaa (2009), information systems
can facilitate social influence when augmented with relevant persuasive principles
such as social learning, social comparison, normative influence, social facilitation,
cooperation, competition, and recognition. This implies that people in public
places could experience social influence not only from others around them, but
likewise through information systems that are equipped with persuasive design
principles. Furthermore, persuasive systems could be classified as social actors
(Fogg 2003), and would therefore be capable of retaining their social influence
potential even in the absence of other people. Such persuasive systems are helpful
in facilitating behavioral and attitudinal change within the novel social context
described earlier. For example, publicly displayed systems (screens) could
harness social influence design principles to engage people in generating and
sharing feedback.
Oinas-Kukkonen (2013) suggested designing socio-technical systems that
influence users’ behaviors and attitudes by building upon their motivations or
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goals. Designing such systems requires an understanding of not only software and
information systems, but also psychology.
2.1.2 Social cognitive perspective
Research in psychology suggests that human beings can be proactive and engaged
depending largely on the social environments in which they develop and function
(Ryan & Deci 2000). Human self-development, adaptation, and change are
embedded in social systems (Bandura 2001). In such systems, according to social
cognitive theory (SCT), personal factors, behavioral patterns, and environmental
events all operate as interacting determinants that mutually influence each other
(Bandura 1986). In other words, there is an endless dynamic interaction between
the person, the behavior, and the environment in which a given behavior is
performed. This triadic reciprocal determinism unfolds multiple pathways for
studying behavioral change, including environmental and personal change.
Therefore, it is adapted in this research to explore the effects of personal and
environmental determinants on user engagement in sharing feedback and
collaborative interaction (Fig. 3).
PERSONAL

USER FACTORS:
- Vicarious learning
- Self-regulation

ENVIRONMENTAL

SOFTWARE FEATURES:
- Social learning
- Social comparison
- Normative influence
- Social facilitation
- Cooperation
- Competition
- Recognition

BEHAVIORAL

BEHAVIORAL INTENTION:
- To engage with a publicly
displayed Twitter-based
system

Fig. 3. Social cognitive perspective of the dissertation (adapted from Bandura 2001).

The reciprocal interplay between personal determinants (user factors) and
behavioral determinants (user behavior) reflects the interaction between what
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people think, believe, and feel and how they behave (Bandura 1986). In the
context of social influence on people’s behaviors, SCT encourages us to look
through the lens of two key human capabilities: observation and self-regulation.
The former indicates that people are equipped with a capacity for vicarious
learning, which increases their behavioral knowledge and skills by observing
others, thus exerting a direct influence on their own behavioral intentions and
subsequent behaviors (Bandura 1977). The latter indicates that successful, selfregulated individuals have higher motivation, exploit better behavioral strategies,
and respond more appropriately to environmental influences (Bandura 1991).
The further interplay between user factors and software features (OinasKukkonen & Harjumaa 2009) portrays the interaction among human beliefs,
emotions, and cognitive competencies and how they are developed and modified
by social influences conveyed through environmental factors (Bandura 1986).
Malone and Lepper (1987) suggested that social environments foster three
interpersonal motivating factors: cooperation, competition, and recognition. The
first two are driven by human nature to cooperate and compete, and the third
signals people’s enjoyment of having their efforts and accomplishments
recognized and appreciated by others. In many situations, these interpersonal
factors provide important intrinsic motivation that would not be present in the
absence of other people (Malone & Lepper 1987). Another significant
interpersonal motivating factor is the principle of social facilitation described by
Zajonc (1965), who suggested that the role of social facilitation is especially
important to consider in social situations because it highlights that people’s
behavior can be significantly affected by an internal awareness of being watched
or evaluated by others.
To close the loop of triadic reciprocal causation, Bandura (1986) proposed
that, in everyday interactions, user behavior alters environmental conditions and,
in turn, is changed by the same conditions that it creates. In addition, SCT
highlights the need to explore aspects of social persuasion maintained by ambient
environments.
Along with an overall comprehension of information systems and software
development, designers of persuasive systems are required to maintain a certain
level of understanding about human psychology (Oinas-Kukkonen 2013).
Theories from social and cognitive psychology such as SCT (Bandura 1986),
social comparison theory (Festinger 1954), focus theory of normative conduct
(Cialdini et al. 1991), social facilitation theory (Guerin & Innes 2009, Zajonc
1965), cooperation theory (Axelrod 2000, Deutsch 1949, Deutsch 2011, Johnson
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& Johnson 1989), competition theory (Deutsch 1949, Deutsch 2011, Johnson &
Johnson 1989), and taxonomy of intrinsic motivators (Malone & Lepper 1987)
were employed in this research. SCT explains how people acquire and maintain
certain behavioral patterns and provides the basis for intervention strategies
(Bandura 1976, 1986). It deals with cognitive, emotional, and behavioral factors
in changing behaviors and attitudes, positing that people can acquire new types of
behavior by observing others through social interactions, experiences, and
external media (Bandura 2001). Cooperation theory (Deutsch 1949, Deutsch 2011,
Johnson & Johnson 1989) describes cooperation as the act of working together to
one end (Mead 1937)—it addresses the commonly occurring tension between
what is good for the individual right now and what is good for the group in the
long run (Axelrod 2000). Social facilitation theory posits that the presence of
other people creates an atmosphere of evaluation, which directly influences
human behavior in social situations (Guerin & Innes 2009, Zajonc 1965).
2.2

Behavioral outcome

Theories of persuasion typically aim at studying influences on or changes in
behaviors and attitudes of people (O’Keefe 2009). Along these lines, this
dissertation aims at exploring user engagement in feedback-sharing and
collaborative interaction that is facilitated through publicly displayed persuasive
systems.
2.2.1 User engagement
With ever-growing digital interconnectedness, emergent socio-technical
environments are increasingly designed for active participation and contribution
rather than for passive consumption (Mumford 2000). Users have gradually
become co-creators of content and value—they have even become co-designers of
these environments in emerging cultures of participation (Fischer et al. 2005)—
while the social web provides the necessary infrastructure for engaging diverse
audiences, enhancing creativity, and fostering collaboration among users as active
contributors (Edmonds et al. 2006, Fischer 2011, Harper et al. 2008, Rogers
2006).
These persuasive systems are potentially applicable and helpful for user
engagement in a wide range of contexts (Briggs et al. 2009, Kolfschoten et al.
2012), including business and education. Earlier studies have emphasized the
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importance of developing refined customer relationships through dialog and
interaction (Payne et al. 2008) and incentivizing customers’ motivation for
voluntary participation (Nambisan & Baron 2009) in the co-creation of value
(Fragidis et al. 2010, Tuunanen et al. 2010). Such systems would enable
organizations to facilitate collaborative innovations with customers (Greer & Lei
2012), designing novel models through cooperation to better anticipate market
changes (Prahalad & Ramaswamy 2004), catalyze their innovation processes (von
Hippel 2009), and respond more effectively to customer needs (Sawhney et al.
2005).
In education, these persuasive systems could positively impact student
learning and engagement: research indicates that interactive classroom
environments positively influence collaborative learning (Blasco-Arcas et al.
2013), which, in turn, increases student motivation (Roblyer & Wiencke 2003),
enhancing learning outcomes (Loftin et al. 2010) and boosting their satisfaction
with the course in question (Campion et al. 2012).
2.3

Technology context

The technology context of this dissertation was mainly predetermined by the
scope of the SOMELETTI research project described earlier in Section 1.1.2. The
project was aimed at merging social media and physical space, where public
displays or projections have already become ever more ubiquitous (Davies et al.
2014).
2.3.1 Public displays
Contemporary technological advances expand the boundaries of traditional social
environments, enabling novel contexts for user engagement in collaboration and
feedback-sharing. One such context arises from the confluence of people
empowered with instant mobile connectivity (Gaonkar et al. 2008, Schwabe &
Göth 2005) and public environments enriched with situated displays (Dalsgaard et
al. 2011, Davies et al. 2014, Eriksson et al. 2007, Memarovic et al. 2012a,
Memarovic et al. 2012b, O’Hara 2003).
Common examples of such environments—with large screens and a space in
which people can gather—are Wi-Fi-enabled conference rooms, lecture
auditoriums, and transportation hubs. These locations are eminently suitable for
collaborative activities and, in tandem with appropriate social software (Green &
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Pearson 2005, Koch 2012, Raeth et al. 2009, Schubert & Williams 2012), they
afford great opportunities for enhancing user engagement in cooperative
interaction (Ahmad & Pinkwart 2012, Barthelmess et al. 2006, O’Reilly 2007,
Pinkwart et al. 2003, Study IV) and feedback-sharing (Study II, III, V).
2.3.2 Social Media: Twitter
Earlier research on social media highlights Twitter’s ability to disseminate news
and other information quickly and broadly across both online trends and realworld events (Pervin et al. 2013). Such online networking capability often
facilitates fast circulation of last-minute information, thus attracting considerable
commercial and consumer interest. Thus, Twitter can be seen as an interesting
channel for companies to develop brands and improve their customer service
(Barnes & Böhringer 2011).
The existing body of knowledge about Twitter contains various types of
studies. A large part of it is based on descriptive and statistical research about its
characteristics, such as an identification of different user types (Krishnamurthy et
al. 2008), social networks on Twitter (Huberman et al. 2009), “retweeting”
behaviors as conversational practice (Boyd et al. 2010), and collaboration via
Twitter (Honeycutt & Herring 2009). Some of the recent studies are based on the
partial least squares (PLS) path modeling approach to examine Twitter use (Ou et
al. 2011) and use continuance behaviors (Barnes & Böhringer 2011).
Previous research has revealed that social patterns observed on Twitter differ
from known behavior on other social networks (Kwak et al. 2010), which makes
it attractive for performing research especially on users’ behaviors (Yoon &
Tourassi 2014); this includes an asynchronous type of relationship between
Twitter users, which permits them to select whom to follow without any
obligations for following back. Thus, Twitter users most likely experience more
freedom when deciding whom, when, and how long to follow. People can easily
follow celebrities or complete strangers on Twitter. This principle has liberated
Twitter use behavior, thus making it less predictable as compared with other
social networks with a synchronous type of relationships at the core of their
systems design.
The main social interaction on Twitter is represented through an instantly
updated feed of tweets, a chronologically ordered list of all messages openly
posted by users whom one is following. This seemingly lighter functionality and
less sophisticated software architecture have possibly simplified the use of this
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social network. On the other hand, actual patterns of user behavior might not be
easily recognized behind such systems design; therefore, studies are required to
uncover all of the possibly hidden consequences of human behavior and social
influence.
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3

Social influence

Social influence theory has a long history in psychology (Cialdini 2009, French &
Raven 1959, Friedkin 1998); it describes several forms of potential influences on
human behavior by the actual, imagined, or implied presence of others (Rashotte
2007). Historically, social influence has often been associated with compliance,
identification, and internalization (Kelman 1958); obedience (Milgram 1963); and
persuasion (Cialdini 2001), although at the same time, it is distinct from
conformity, power, and authority (Aronson et al. 2010). Current research on
social influence falls mainly into the areas of minority influence in group settings
(Nemeth & Kwan 1987); dynamic social impact theory (Latane 1996); social
influence in expectation states theory (Bales 1950, Berger et al. 1980); and
persuasion (Cacioppo et al. 1985), broadly defined as change in behaviors or
attitudes due to information received from others (Crano & Prislin 2006, Cialdini
et al. 1991). Persuasion focuses on the interaction between source and recipient,
thus providing the theoretical background for this dissertation.
3.1

Persuasive systems design principles for social influence

As an extension of Fogg’s (1998, 2003) work on persuasive technologies, OinasKukkonen and Harjumaa (2009) proposed the Persuasive Systems Design model,
which describes the key issues, the process model, and the design principles for
developing and evaluating persuasive information systems. The model clusters
persuasive design principles into categories, with a special category dedicated to
social influence (Cialdini & Trost 1998). The design principles of this category
describe how to design a system so that it persuades users by leveraging social
behaviors via social learning, social comparison, normative influence, social
facilitation, cooperation, competition, and recognition (Oinas-Kukkonen &
Harjumaa 2009).
The model has previously been examined in various contexts (OinasKukkonen 2013); however, there is limited knowledge about the relations
between the model’s seven design principles, listed under the social support
category (Kelders et al. 2012, Langrial et al. 2012), and their powers to predict
the persuasiveness of systems containing these principles. Thus, for this research,
all seven social influence design principles were considered (Table 2), but their
selection for Studies II–V was based on the particular context of each study.
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Table 2. Descriptions of social influence design principles.
Principle

Description

Social learning

The process of acquiring new Users could observe

Bandura (1977, 1986,

knowledge through observing others through the same

2001).

Social comparison

Implementation example

the behaviors of other

system and learn from

Literature

people.

them.

The process of comparing

Names of more active

Festinger (1954), Wood

one’s behavior with the

users could be displayed

(1996), Wills (1981),

behavior of others to

with larger fonts compared Wilson and Benner

evaluate or enhance aspects to less active users.

(1971).

of the self.
Normative influence

The tendency for people to

Users could see normative Deutsch and Gerard

follow norms and experience statements or observe

Social facilitation

how the majority of others Rimal (2005), Cialdini
behave.

et al. (1991).

The influence on one’s

Users could perceive

Guerin and Innes

behavior when surrounded or others using the same
Cooperation

(1955), Lapinski and

peer pressure.

watched by others.

system along with them.

(2009), Zajonc (1965).
Malone and Lepper

The process of striving to

Users could see the

achieve the same goals or

results of their cooperative (1987), May and Doob

working together.

efforts through the same

(1937).

system.
Competition

The process of endeavoring

Users could experience

Malone and Lepper

to gain what others are

competition if they are

(1987), Mead (1937),

endeavoring to gain at the

able to see themselves in

Deutsch (1949, 2011).

same time.

the list of top users of the
same system, which is
ordered based on their
performance.

Recognition

The value that one derives

Users could receive public Malone and Lepper

from gaining acceptance and recognition in the form of
approval from others.

(1987), Schoenau-Fog

special titles that are

(2012), Baumeister

assigned to them for their

(1998).

behaviors and displayed
through the same system.

Social science theories related to persuasion suggest multiple sources of reference
for all of the social influence design principles that are listed in Table 2. Each
design principle is further discussed in the following sub-sections.
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3.1.1 Social learning
Within a social context, people learn from others by observing their behaviors
(Bandura 1977); this implies that the transmission of information from one
individual to another happens through imitation, teaching, and spoken or written
language. According to Bandura (1986), social learning is ubiquitous and potent
because it allows people to avoid the costs of individual learning. Accordingly,
new behaviors can be acquired through learning, for example, through content
generation (Burke et al. 2009), knowledge-sharing (Chiu et al. 2006), and use of
information systems (Yi & Hwang 2003).
3.1.2 Social comparison
When people use information about others to evaluate themselves, they engage in
social comparison (Festinger 1954). More precisely, social comparison is defined
as the process of thinking about others in relation to the self (Wood 1996). This
process influences motivation, as people look for self-enhancement when
comparing themselves with others who are worse off (Wills 1981), or they look
for self-improvement when seeking a positive example for comparison (Wilson &
Benner 1971). Consequently, it affects human attitudes (Mumm & Multu 2011)
and behaviors with respect to, for example, contributions to online communities
(Hamari 2013).
3.1.3 Normative influence
The influence of others also leads people to conform in order to be liked and
accepted (Deutsch & Gerard 1955). This specific human behavior is guided by
perceptions of the popularity of certain behaviors, that is, by social norms. Studies
emphasize that both injunctive and descriptive norms are particularly effective in
altering people’s behaviors and attitudes (Lapinski & Rimal 2005). Injunctive
norms inform people about what ought to be done, whereas descriptive norms
refer to what most people actually do (Cialdini et al. 1991). Normative influence
impacts a wide range of behaviors, including knowledge-sharing and blog usage
(Hsu & Lin 2008) as well as use of social networking sites (Cheung & Lee 2010).
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3.1.4 Social facilitation
The mere or imagined presence of people in social situations creates an
atmosphere of evaluation, which enhances the performance, speed, and accuracy
of well-practiced tasks, but reduces the performance of less familiar tasks (Yerkes
& Dodson 1908). These social facilitation effects occur in the presence of both
passive onlookers and people who are actively engaged in the same activity
(Zajonc 1965). As a result, these effects influence human behaviors, for example,
they may encourage the acceptance and usage of a mobile lifestyle coaching
application (Gasser et al. 2006).
3.1.5 Cooperation, competition, and recognition
Interpersonal factors of cooperation, competition, and recognition provide
important intrinsic motivations that would not be present in the absence of other
people (Malone & Lepper 1987). Competition and cooperation are directed
toward the same social end by at least two individuals (May & Doob 1937). On a
social level, people cooperate when they are striving to achieve the same goals or
are working together, but compete when they are trying to achieve the same goal
that is scarce or are seeking to gain what others are endeavoring to gain at the
same time (Mead 1937).
With independent tasks, combining the scores of different people can
encourage cooperation, but providing some salient metric for people to compare
their performances could promote competition (Malone & Lepper 1987). Next,
recognition could be experienced after competing or cooperating with others
(Schoenau-Fog 2012) or can simply be enjoyed when gaining acceptance and
approval from others (Baumeister 1998). All three motivating factors influence
various behaviors, including learning (Malone & Lepper 1987) and the use of
blogs and podcasts for generating a sense of community (Firpo et al. 2009).
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4

Methodology

This dissertation consists of five quantitative studies, including a Twitter survey
(involving 403 respondents) and four experiments with a publicly displayed
Twitter-based system (involving 284 users).
4.1

The Twitter-based system

To explore the hypothesized effects of social influence on users’ attitudes and
behaviors in Studies II–V, a persuasive information system (hereinafter, the
system) was developed with social influence design principles (hereinafter,
features) at its core. The system was adjusted for large displays and integrated
with Twitter, a popular micro-blogging social media platform (Murphy 2013). To
run the system, users needed to post their messages in Twitter, from which the
system collected tweets through Twitter API (Application Programming Interface)
and presented all relevant content on a public display.
In comparison with other social media, Twitter is convenient for rapid realtime collaboration because it restricts the number of characters for each message
to 140, encouraging users to contribute in a more efficient way (Boyd et al. 2010).
This characteristic makes Twitter one of the most suitable social media tools for
integration in the kind of socio-technical system described earlier. Moreover,
Twitter has already been found to be effective for user engagement (Junco et al.
2011) and persuasion (Young 2010).
4.2

Persuasive software features

Specific implementations of the six features are presented in Fig. 4. Initially, all
features were blank in all sessions of this research, and after the first successful
tweet, they began to operate and form patterns. Based on the number of tweets
provided by each individual, their usernames a) grew in size and changed color to
enable social comparison; b) were arranged hierarchically to facilitate
competition; and c) were accompanied with their pictures and special titles to
express recognition. The total number of provided tweets, that is, of generated
and shared feedback messages, was displayed as the result of d) cooperative
efforts, and the total number of contributors with their usernames were listed to
support e) social facilitation. Finally, an f) injunctive norm was provided in the
form of a statement (above) and complemented by calculations representing a
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descriptive norm (below). The implemented features were pretested by three
groups of people to assure that they emphasized the intended meaning.

Fig. 4. Social influence features: a) social comparison, b) competition, c) recognition,
d) cooperation, e) social facilitation, and f) normative influence (© 2014 Springer).

4.3

The dependent variables

The review of related theoretical foundations demonstrates that all seven social
influence design principles embrace, in one form or another, an effect on human
attitude and behavior (Table 3).
To examine the power of these design principles in explaining the
effectiveness of information systems, the literature on technology acceptance
advises measuring the main predictor of people’s behavioral intention to use
technology, namely, its perceived usefulness (Venkatesh & Bala 2008, Venkatesh
et al. 2012). Originally, research on technology acceptance was developed in an
organizational context in which employees were expected to use a new
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information system. However, this dissertation focuses on users’ voluntary
engagement; thus, the concept of perceived usefulness is adapted as perceived
effectiveness (Lehto & Oinas-Kukkonen 2014), which is measured as users’
perceptions about the effectiveness of information systems for altering user
behavior toward engagement in feedback-sharing.
Crano and Prislin (2006) suggest that attitude is the central issue to be
considered when reflecting on persuasion, as it represents an evaluative
integration of cognitions and affects. According to the theory of planned behavior
(Ajzen 1991), attitude toward behavior is influenced by perceived behavioral
control, originating from human self-efficacy (Bandura 1986). This implies that
people’s attitudes toward engaging with the system are determined by beliefs
about their capability to interact with it. If such beliefs are facilitated through
environmental factors, then people experience positive feelings about the system
and develop favorable impressions about it, which for present purposes was
operationalized as perceived persuasiveness (Drozd et al. 2012, Lehto et al. 2012,
Lehto 2013).
Table 3. The dependent variables used in the research models of this dissertation.
Construct

Description

Literature

Perceived effectiveness

Individuals’ impression of the

Lehto and Oinas-Kukkonen (2014),

effectiveness of the system.

Venkatesh and Bala (2008),
Venkatesh et al. (2012).

Perceived persuasiveness

Individuals’ favorable impression of

Crano and Prislin (2006), Lehto

the system.

(2013), Pretty and Cacippo (1986),

Individuals’ behavioral intention to

Ajzen (1991), Davis et al. (1989),

use the system in the future.

Venkatesh and Bala (2008),

Individuals’ actual interaction with

A binary variable indicating whether

the system.

the respondent interacted with the

Wood (2000).
Behavioral intention

Venkatesh et al. (2012).
Engagement

system.

Ajzen (1991) suggests that people’s attitudes toward behaviors are primary
determinants of their behavioral intentions and are immediate and important
predictors of their actual behavior. This means that people are likely to also share
feedback in the future if they retain or develop a positive attitude toward such
contribution behavior through persuasive experiences. Several existing studies
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have validated this relationship between attitude and behavioral intention (e.g.,
Venkatesh et al. 2012).
The control variables that were used in this dissertation and their descriptions
are provided in Table 4.
Table 4. The control variables used in the research models.
Control variable

Description

In Study

FREQ

Participants’ reported behavior related to their frequency of

I, II, IV

tweeting on Twitter.
INFL

Participants’ reported opinions about Twitter being an influential

I, II, IV

tool to call for action outside the virtual world.
SAW

Participants’ reported impressions about whether they saw

II

themselves being recognized or as top respondents.

4.4

Data analysis methods

Three quantitative data analysis methods were employed to get the results of the
studies included in this dissertation. The descriptions of these methods are
provided in the following sub-sections.
4.4.1 Chi-squared test
In Study I, data analysis was carried out with the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (IBM SPSS version 19), which is one of the most widely used computer
programs for statistical analysis in the social sciences. Descriptive statistics were
used, especially cross-tabulation, which is very popular in research related to
surveys and represents the process of creating a contingency table from the
multivariate frequency distribution of statistical variables. Accordingly, the Chisquared test results were reported in Study I.
4.4.2 PLS-SEM
In Studies II–V, research models were analyzed using partial least squares
structural
equation
modeling
(PLS-SEM).
WarpPLS
software
(scriptwarp.com/warppls/) versions 3.0 (Study III) and 4.0 (Studies II, IV, V)
were used. WarpPLS is a component-based path modeling software application,
which is appropriate when the purpose of the model is to predict rather than to
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test an established theory (Hair et al. 2011). According to Gefen et al. (2011),
PLS-SEM is well-suited for exploratory research; moreover, PLS-SEM is
reasonably robust to deviations from a multivariate distribution.
The statistical objective of PLS-SEM is similar to that of linear regression—
that is, to demonstrate explained variance in the latent variable as indicated by Rsquared values, to indicate the strength of a relationship between latent variables
in terms of β-values, and to test the significance of the relationship by estimating
t-values and reporting their corresponding p-values (Gefen et al. 2011, Hair et al.
2011). These are marked with asterisks (*) in the following manner: * p < .05, **
p < .01, *** p < .001. Effect sizes determine whether the effects indicated by
relationship coefficients are small (.02), medium (.15), or large (.35) (Cohen
1988).
Overall, testing the PLS-SEM model is carried out in two steps: assessment
of the reliability and validity of the measurement model and assessment of the
structural model. The measurement model includes the relationships between the
constructs and the indicators used to measure them. The convergent and
discriminant validity of the measurement instrument is examined in order to
verify that the constructs’ measures are valid and reliable before attempting to
draw conclusions regarding relationships among constructs (i.e., structural model).
4.4.3 T-test
In Study II, the normality of distribution throughout the dataset was verified using
the stem-and-leaf method provided by the Statistical Package for the Social
Sciences (IBM SPSS version 19). All questions that failed to meet the normality
requirements were withdrawn from the dataset before conducting the subsequent
analysis, which was carried out using an independent samples t-test in SPSS. The
statistical objective of a t-test is to indicate the significance of the difference in
one factor or dimension between the means of two independent groups by
estimating t-values and reporting their corresponding p-values.
4.5

Measurement instruments and their validation

The indicators of the measurement instrument employed in Studies II–V
(Appendices 2–5) were derived from a number of sources to operationalize the
constructs (Tables 2 and 3). The items for measuring social learning, social
comparison, normative influence, social facilitation, cooperation, competition,
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recognition, and perceived persuasiveness were self-developed for these studies
because there were no suitable existing instruments to measure these concepts.
According to Boudreau et al. (2001), the use of previously validated instruments
is efficient, but the fast pace of technological change often deters researchers from
investing time in novel instrument development. The scales for measuring
behavioral intention were modified from Venkatesh et al. (2003, 2012).
Before the studies, the survey items were checked with several researchers
from the same field to ensure that the items demonstrated good face and expert
validity. However, it is important to emphasize that the items for Studies II–V
were developed with an aim to measure how well a particular social influence
design principle is implemented as a persuasive software feature in a system and
its effects rather than to assess participants’ perceptions about the principle in
general.
4.6

Common method variance

All variables in Studies II–V were measured using only one instrument, thus,
common method variance might pose a potential threat to the validity of the
results. In order to diminish common method variance ex ante, the survey items
were randomized in Studies III–V using the online Research Randomizer form
(randomizer.org) (Fig. 5).
Measures were also taken ex post to test and possibly control common
method variance. Harman’s single-factor test (Podsakoff et al. 2003) was
conducted, where more than one factor emerged in each of Studies II–V, and no
single factor explained the majority of the covariance among the measures. Based
on the aforementioned, common method variance was unlikely to be a serious
concern in Studies II–V.
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Fig. 5. Online Research Randomizer form.

4.7

Code of conduct

The ethical guidelines of the University of Oulu were followed for all studies that
included human participants. In all the studies, voluntary participation was
required. After every experimental session, participants were provided with
explicit details of the studies, including the intent of the studies. None of the
participants were put into a situation that could lead to a harmful outcome. It was
ensured that the participants’ data were kept under strict security, anonymity, and
privacy.
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5

Research contributions

This section presents the main findings from Studies I–V in an article-by-article
manner, summarizes the research contributions, and proposes a framework for
studying socially influencing systems (SIS).
5.1

Study I: Incremental persuasion through microblogging

Study I explored features of Twitter that uncover the inbuilt persuasion patterns
influencing the behaviors and attitudes of its users. An online survey of Twitter
users in Latvia was carried out, receiving 403 valid responses for quantitative data
analysis. Recent frameworks for designing and evaluating persuasive systems
were applied in the evaluation process. The main findings from this study relate to
incremental behavior and attitude change among Twitter users. Other results
magnify the understanding of social influence patterns amongst Twitter users.
These findings could be used for further research focused on the persuasive
potential of Twitter.
Important characteristics to understand are the principles and features
underlying Twitter, which facilitate the aforementioned changes. A key element in
behavior and attitude change is persuasion, which is also described as a social
influence mechanism (Cialdini & Trost 1998) or a form of interaction that aims at
changing the way people think or behave. Hereof, the research question for this
study was posed as follows:
What kinds of inherent persuasion patterns exist in Twitter that can change
users’ behaviors and/or attitudes?
Twitter in Latvia
In August 2010, more than 30,000 people were identified as Twitter users in
Latvia (soon.lv), which was more than 1% of the population in the country;
however, Twitter lacks definite means for defining the affiliation of a user. So, the
number of Twitter users in Latvia was acquired by considering the Latvian
language of communication and the location provided in Twitter profiles.
The survey revealed that many Twitter users stay active, tweet regularly, and
maintain their social relationships. According to the collected data, the survey
participants felt the necessity to communicate with likeminded people from their
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communities. The provided responses revealed that people use Twitter mostly to
access information, express opinions, and communicate with other users.
Data collection and respondents
The survey questions (Appendix 1) were designed to determine the role of Twitter
in the virtual space; to understand the habits, thoughts, behaviors, and attitudes of
Twitter users; to uncover hidden communication networks, interest groups, the
drives for using Twitter; and to get demographic data about Twitter users. The
findings of previous research reveal that a link between any two people in social
networks does not necessarily imply an interaction between the two (Huberman et
al. 2009). Most of the links declared within Twitter are meaningless from an
interaction point of view. Thus, there is a need to find the hidden social influence
patterns that are essential when targeting people to persuade them.
The online survey of Twitter users in Latvia was carried out between July 19
and July 28, 2010. The survey was published online through pandaform.com, an
online database designed to manage various forms and collect data, and received
411 responses, 403 of which were valid for further analysis. The number of
respondents who answered 37 survey questions was generated out of seven tweets
from the survey authors and 37 retweets from other Twitter users and a
technology blogger article about the survey.
The survey generated 403 valid responses that represented a wide population
sample in terms of gender, age, education, and length of use. The distribution
between men and women was almost even: 48% (n = 194) of respondents were
male and 52% (n = 209) were female. The largest group of respondents (38%,
n = 151) was between 20 and 24 years of age, followed by the group of
respondents between 25 and 29 years of age (25%, n = 101). These groups formed
the majority of respondents (64%, n = 252), representing an active group of
Twitter users in Latvia. In addition, 44% (n = 179) of the respondents had a
bachelor’s degree and 66% (n = 265) of the respondents had received higher
education. Respondents were almost equally distributed regarding length of
Twitter use: 201 respondents had used Twitter for less than a year and 202
respondents had used Twitter for more than a year. The length of Twitter use for
the largest group of respondents (42%, n = 170) was between one and two years;
for the second largest group (35%, n = 139) with experience in using Twitter, the
length was between six months and one year.
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Results
The results from the statistical analysis reveal that the behavior and attitude
changes of Twitter users occur incrementally. The initial data analysis highlighted
patterns of behavior change depending on how long Twitter was used, such as an
increase in the average number of one’s followees (users whom the one is
following) and followers (users who follow the one) and the frequency of
tweeting (Table 5). Later, sophisticated data analysis revealed advanced patterns
of behavior and attitude changes among Twitter users. To summarize the key
findings (Table 5), the following general patterns can be observed from the survey
responses. The longer Twitter is used,
–
–
–
–

the more its users become content generators,
the more they trust information on Twitter,
the more they recognize “unwritten” communication and/or behavioral rules,
the more they consider Twitter a powerful tool to call for action outside the
virtual world.

Table 5. The main findings of Study I.
Correlation between the length of Twitter use and
Frequency of tweeting behavior

Pearson chi-square test results
χ2(6) = 18.059, p = 0.006

Content generation behavior

χ2(9) = 29.789, p = 0.000

Attitude toward credibility on Twitter

χ2(9) = 21.130, p = 0.012

Attitude toward “unwritten” communication and/or behavioral rules

χ2(6) = 19.064, p = 0.004

Attitude toward Twitter as a powerful tool to call for action outside

χ2(6) = 18.551, p = 0.005

the virtual world

The main findings of Study I seem to reflect patterns of several social influence
aspects on Twitter. Beside social learning that is enabled by the overall design of
Twitter service, two findings on behavioral change (frequency of tweeting and
content generation) indicate a potential presence of social facilitation. Three
findings on attitudinal change (credibility, behavioral rules, and a tool to call for
action) indicate a potential presence of normative influence. Finally, the
remaining findings (about followees and followers) refer to Twitter’s additional
potential to comprise social comparison and competition aspects. It is important
to investigate how social influence features form and alter user behaviors because
it helps advance the design of future information systems.
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5.2

Study II: User engagement in feedback-sharing

This study identified the design principles that can harness social influence to
engage people in sharing feedback. To accomplish this, the relevant literature was
reviewed and a theory-driven research framework was developed. The secondary
aim of this study was to discuss how the said principles are interrelated and to
what extent they explain users’ perceptions about the effectiveness of sociotechnical systems; thus, the following research questions for this study were
posed:
Which social influence design principles are relevant for fostering user
engagement in feedback-sharing?
How and to what extent do social influence design principles explain users’
perceptions about the effectiveness of feedback-sharing systems?
To answer these questions, the study presented a theoretical research framework
(Fig. 6) for identifying the social influence design principles pertinent for
engaging people in feedback-sharing, which further underpinned a research model
for assessing the effectiveness of the feedback-sharing system (Fig. 7).
The research framework identifies five social influence design principles—
cooperation, competition, recognition, social learning, and social facilitation—
that have the persuasive powers to alter users’ behaviors toward more active
participation in feedback-sharing, thus strengthening the effectiveness of such
information systems.
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SOFTWARE FEATURES

USER FACTORS
PERSONAL

ENVIRONMENTAL

Interpersonal motivators
(Malone & Lepper 1987)

USER BEHAVIOR
BEHAVIORAL

Persuasive systems
design (Oinas-Kukkonen
& Harjumaa 2009)

Cooperation

CR
Social cognitive theory
(Bandura 1991)

Cooperation
Competition

Judgment

Self-regulation

CT
Competition

Recognition

RE
Self-response
Social learning theory
(Bandura 1977)
Vicarious learning

Observation
Social facilitation theory
(Zajonc 1965)

Recognition

User engagement
in
feedback-haring

SL
Social learning

SF
Social facilitation

Social facilitation

Fig. 6. Theoretical research framework in Study II (© 2014 IGI Global).

Research hypotheses and model
The design principle of cooperation is helpful in fostering feedback because it
motivates people to collaborate to achieve a shared goal (Malone & Lepper 1987,
May & Doob 1937); thus, it was located in the very center of the research model
(Fig. 7). The social facilitation design principle is helpful in promoting
cooperation, as it indicates how many others are engaged at the same time (Gasser
et al. 2006, Zajonc 1965); thus, it was hypothesized that social facilitation has a
positive effect on cooperation (H1). The social learning design principle is helpful
in advancing cooperation, as it provides a means for observing the behaviors of
other people and learning from them (Bandura 1977); thus, it was hypothesized
that social learning has a positive effect on cooperation (H2). Finally, the
competition and recognition design principles are helpful in supporting
cooperation, as they provide a means for observing one’s own performance in
comparison with that of others, which increases motivation to produce additional
feedback. This in turn is driven by a desire to achieve better results in competition
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or to receive more recognition (Rottiers 2010). Thus, it was hypothesized that
competition and recognition have a positive effect on cooperation (H3).

SF

SL

RE/CT

Social facilitation

Social learning

Recognition/competition

H2

H1

H3

CR
Cooperation

H4

PE
Perceived effectiveness

Fig. 7. Research model in Study II (© 2014 IGI Global).

To examine the power of the four design principles in explaining the effectiveness
of information systems, the literature on technology acceptance advised
measuring the main predictor of peoples’ behavioral intention to use technology,
namely, its perceived usefulness (Venkatesh & Bala 2008, Venkatesh et al. 2012).
Originally, research on technology acceptance was developed in an organizational
context in which employees were expected to use a new information system.
However, Study II focused on users’ voluntary engagement; thus, the concept of
perceived usefulness was adapted as perceived effectiveness (Lehto & OinasKukkonen 2014), which was measured as users’ perceptions about the
effectiveness of information systems for altering user behavior toward
engagement in feedback-sharing. Thus, it was hypothesized that cooperation has a
positive effect on perceived effectiveness (H4).
Data collection and respondents
Study II describes how the identified design principles were implemented in an
information system and how their influence on feedback-sharing was empirically
tested with 37 users. The feedback-sharing system was designed to attract users’
attention by projecting questions at the top of a display (Fig. 8 and Fig. 9); then,
people are able to provide feedback using Twitter via by generating and sharing
messages (tweets). As people began using the system, it automatically showed all
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updates on the display so that everyone could follow their own actions and also
what others were tweeting.
The feedback provided by users was displayed in the form of a newsfeed in
the middle of the display on the left side. This feature provided a means for social
learning (Bandura 1977), as it allowed people to observe how others generate
tweets and to continuously learn from that. At the bottom of the display, two
social influence features were implemented: social facilitation (on the left side)
and cooperation (on the right side). Displaying the number of active participants
allowed people to determine how many others were actually posting tweets in the
system along with them (Zajonc 1965, Guerin & Innes 2009); displaying the goal
of 100 tweets and the number of current tweets allowed people to experience
cooperation toward a common goal (Malone & Lepper 1987).

Fig. 8. System display for Study II emphasizing recognition (© 2014 IGI Global).

On the right side in the middle of the display, the system had either an
implementation of the recognition feature (Fig. 8) or the competition feature (Fig.
9). They were purposefully separated in order to perform an elaborate study of
their effects because they both originated from the same theoretical concept of
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self-regulation (Bandura 1991), which is effective for influencing people’s
motivation by emphasizing their individual performances in comparison with
others (Festinger 1954). The recognition feature assigned special titles to active
participants, which were then displayed together with the participants’ pictures
and usernames. The competition feature displayed the list of the most active users
arranged by the number of tweets they had each provided to the system.

Fig. 9. System display for Study II emphasizing competition (© 2014 IGI Global).

To empirically test the effects of the designed social influence features, 37
participants used the system simultaneously from two computer rooms. All
participants in the study were international students of computer science in a
graduate program in Finland and were enrolled in a course about information and
communication technologies and behavioral change. The participants were
randomly divided into two groups, and each group was placed in a separate
computer room. One group, consisting of 18 people, interacted with the
implementation of the system that emphasized the recognition feature (RE), and
the other group, consisting of 19 people, interacted with the implementation that
emphasized the competition feature (CT). To make it seem realistic, participants
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were asked to imagine that they were airline travelers waiting to depart at a gate
in an airport setting.
The system was projected on a big display in front of each group, and users
generated their tweets from Twitter on desktop computers and mobile devices.
The experiment lasted 30 minutes. Six questions related to airline travel issues
were added to the system in pairs. At the beginning of the study, two questions
rotated in a loop on the big display. After ten minutes, another two questions were
added, and after another ten minutes, the last two questions were added. The
displayed information was automatically refreshed every 15 seconds. Right after
the interaction with the system, all users were required to fill in an online
questionnaire containing demographic questions and seven-point Likert-type
scale indicators for assessing their attitudes toward the system (Appendix 2) and
their Twitter experiences.
The respondents consisted of 24 males (65%) and 13 females (35%) mainly
aged between 20 and 29 (87%) with positive attitudes toward Twitter as an
influential tool (70%), but with less than six months of experience using Twitter
(73%) and tweeting either sometimes or never (65%). The respondents reported
that they all travel by air at least once a year on average (78%).
Results
The results of this study provided evidence regarding the various positive effects
of social influence design principles on user behavior targeted at feedback-sharing.
Almost all of the users considered the system useful for collecting feedback. The
majority of participants agreed that the system could effectively encourage users
to participate and could engage users in developing or improving services
provided by airports or airline companies.
Initial data analysis revealed that tweets provided by others encouraged many
users to come up with their own. Further, even more users perceived the displayed
number indicating how many others were tweeting at the same time as a positive
motivator. Almost three-quarters of the respondents were on the list of top
responders or were recognized with special titles, and more than two-thirds
responded positively that the displayed list of top responders or public recognition
motivated them to improve their performance. Finally, more than two-thirds of
the respondents perceived the goal of 100 tweets as a group task that required
cooperation from all participants.
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The results from a rigorous PLS-SEM analysis provided support for all of the
hypotheses in the research model (Fig. 10). They demonstrate that competition,
recognition, social learning, and social facilitation all have strong, significant, and
medium effects on cooperation, and together, they explain more than half of the
variance in cooperation. Further, cooperation had a very strong, significant, and
large effect on perceived effectiveness; cooperation explained more than one-third
of the variance in perceived effectiveness. Additionally, an effect of social
facilitation on the recognition/competition construct was discovered (Fig. 10, the
dashed arrow between SF and RE/CT). This implies that the presence of other
users not only has a direct effect on cooperation, but also has an indirect effect on
cooperation through recognition and competition. Thus, the more users were able
to perceive other participants along with them, the more they perceived a sense of
recognition and competition.
FREQ

SAW

β = .42 ***

SF

β = .57 ***

β = .31 **

(17%)

Social facilitation

RE/CT

(42%)

Recognition/competition

SL
Social learning

β = .31 **
(.14)

β = .47 ***
(.25)

β = .39 **
(.18)

CR

(57%)

Cooperation
β = .32 *
β = 0.51 **

INFL

PE

(54%)

Perceived effectiveness

Fig. 10. Research model in Study II with results (© 2014 IGI Global).

In addition, three interesting controlling effects were found during the PLS-SEM
analysis, which are marked with dashed lines. First, recognition and competition
had a stronger influence on those users who had seen themselves individually
recognized or listed among the top responders (SAW). Compared to other features
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of this study, only these two were designed to indicate users’ behaviors based on
their individual results, which enabled users to compare their performances.
According to the social comparison theory, people tend to compare their
behaviors with others to seek inspiration when they are performing poorly or to
gratify themselves when they are doing well (Festinger 1954). This provides a
potential explanation for why both of these features had stronger effects on those
users who discerned themselves through them compared to those who did not.
Second, social facilitation had a stronger influence on users who tweet more
frequently on average (FREQ). Presumably, frequent tweeters are more aware of
how to discern others and their activities on Twitter (Honeycutt & Herring 2009);
thus, they are more equipped to experience this through a system with a similar
design. Third, users who thought that Twitter is influential in calling for action
outside the virtual world (INFL) had stronger beliefs that the system is effective
for user engagement in feedback-sharing.
Additional findings reveal that recognition outperforms competition in
influencing users’ willingness to generate more feedback and in influencing their
beliefs about the effectiveness of the system. This pattern appears to be even more
salient for those users who saw themselves recognized through the system. In
addition, previous Twitter experience plays a substantial role in predicting users’
perceptions about social influence features. Cooperation is more salient for users
who perceive Twitter as an influential tool, and together with social facilitation, is
more salient for frequent tweeters. As anticipated, social learning had stronger
effects on users with less Twitter experience. Finally, users who perceive Twitter
as an influential tool believed more strongly that the system would work well in a
real airport.
5.3

Study III: Social influence on customer engagement

Drawing upon social cognitive theory (Bandura 1986) and the theory of planned
behavior (Ajzen 1991), this study explored how and to what extent persuasive
social influence features of social learning, social comparison, and normative
influence alter user behavior toward engagement in feedback-sharing. A theorydriven research model was composed and then analyzed using partial least
squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM).
The objective of this study was to explore the impact of persuasive software
features on the perceptions of users of an information system engaged in a
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feedback-sharing activity that takes place in an airport setting. Accordingly, the
research question for this study was formulated as follows:
How do persuasive software features of social learning, social comparison,
and normative influence relate to each other, and how do they affect the
persuasiveness of an information system and the behavioral intention to use it
for feedback-sharing?
Research hypotheses and model
An individual’s behavioral intention is jointly determined by the person’s attitude,
subjective norm, and perceived behavioral control (Ajzen 1991), where attitude is
one of the primary determinants of behavioral intention. In studies within the
context of persuasive systems and behavior change, Lehto et al. (2012) and Drozd
et al. (2012) have framed the attitudinal construct as a person’s favorable
impressions toward an information system, namely, perceived persuasiveness.
Hereof, the attitudinal construct of perceived persuasiveness was found to be a
determinant of behavioral intention; thus, the research model was initiated (Fig.
11) and the following hypothesis was proposed: perceived persuasiveness has a
positive impact on a user’s intention to engage in feedback-sharing (H1).
SC
Social comparison

H4d

H3
H4c

SL
Social learning

NI
Normative influence
H2

H4b

PP
H4a

Perceived persuasiveness
H1

BI
Behavioral intention

Fig. 11. Research model in Study III (© 2013 IEEE).
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Ajzen (1991) has also suggested that subjective norms reflect beliefs about
general social pressure or what other people think the person should do. The
theory of planned behavior indicates that social norms affect behavioral intention
indirectly through a user’s attitude toward behavior (i.e., perceived persuasiveness
in Study III). In addition, the self-regulatory capability (Bandura 1991) from
social cognitive theory (SCT) provides support for standard norms to be
influential on human judgmental processes, and consequently, on an individual’s
attitude and behavior. Social norms, standards, and social pressure are all by
definition incorporated into the notion of normative influence (Cialdini et al.
1991). Thus, a system with an implemented normative influence feature has a
positive impact on the perceived persuasiveness of the system (H2).
Self-regulatory capability (Bandura 1991) has also provided support for
social comparison to be influential on an individual’s attitude and behavior.
Festinger (1954) claimed that people have a drive to evaluate their opinions and
abilities by measuring them against standards; however, when norms are
unavailable, individuals compare themselves with other people. Thus, a system
with an implemented social comparison feature has a positive effect on a user’s
perception about its normative influence (H3).
According to Ajzen (1991), perceived behavioral control is the other primary
determinant of behavioral intention, but it also has a direct effect on a user’s
attitude (perceived persuasiveness) and social norms (normative influence). The
theory of planned behavior noted that the role of perceived behavior control has
originated from the self-efficacy concept (Bandura 1977), which is firmly rooted
in SCT. Later, Fishbein and Cappella (2006) emphasized that self-efficacy is the
same as perceived behavior control. Schunk (1984) has admitted that self-efficacy
in the social environment is directly influenced by vicarious experiences because
people can learn something about their own capabilities from knowledge acquired
by observing others. So, if an information system is designed for social learning,
then the system is more likely to have stronger persuasive powers, greater
influence on users’ intentions toward the target behavior, and an increased effect
of social norms, if implemented. Thus, a system with an implemented social
learning feature has a positive impact on a user’s intention to engage in feedbacksharing (H4a), on perceived persuasiveness of the system (H4b), and on a user’s
perception about its normative influence (H4c), if introduced.
Enabling the users of a system to compare their performances with each other
quite naturally implies that they will be able to observe others’ performances,
which successively provides opportunities to learn from their behavior. Thus, a
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system with an implemented social learning feature has a positive effect on a
user’s perception of social comparison (H4d), if introduced.
Data collection and respondents
Study III was conducted in a classroom setting where participants were asked to
imagine that they were airline travelers waiting to depart at an airport. The output
of the system was projected on a big screen in front of the group, and users
responded via Twitter from desktop computers or mobile devices. The study was
conducted for 22 minutes. Six questions related to airline travel issues were
incrementally added to the system.
All 69 participants in this study were computer science students in an
undergraduate program who were enrolled in an information systems security
course. They were randomly divided into two groups, and each group was
involved in the study at different times. One group of 30 people interacted with
the implementation of the system emphasizing social comparison (Fig. 12), and
the other group of 39 people operated with the implementation highlighting
normative influence (Fig. 13). Right after the interaction with the system, all users
were required to fill in an online questionnaire containing demographic questions
and seven-point Likert-type scale indicators (Appendix 3) for assessing attitudes.
The respondents consisted of 53 males (77%) and 16 females (23%), mainly
first-year students (73%) aged between 20 and 24 (62%). Most of them had some
experience with airline travel (65%), whereas 24 respondents (35%) reported that
they “never or almost never” have traveled by air. In total, 12 respondents (17%)
were students in other years of their undergraduate and graduate studies, but
seven respondents (10%) selected “other” as an option.
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Fig. 12. System display for Study III emphasizing social comparison (© 2013 IEEE).

Fig. 13. System display for Study III emphasizing normative influence (© 2013 IEEE).
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Results
The results from a rigorous PLS-SEM analysis provided support for all of the
hypotheses in the research model (Fig. 14). The results demonstrate that social
learning plays a key role in the model; it has a strong and significant effect on
social comparison and normative influence and social learning contributes to the
explanation of variance in all of the constructs. Social learning alone explains
roughly one-third of the variance in social comparison. Social learning maintains
the strength and significance of the effect on perceived persuasiveness, and
consequently, on behavioral intention, even through a higher number of paths.
SC
β = 0.59 **

(34%)

Social comparison
β = 0.20 *

SL

β = 0.47 **

Social learning
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(36%)

Normative influence
β = 0.53 **

β = 0.21 *

β = 0.28 *

PP

(45%)

Perceived persuasiveness
β = 0.28 *

BI

(24%)

Behavioral intention

Fig. 14. Research model in Study III with results (© 2013 IEEE).

Social comparison had a moderate but significant impact on normative influence,
and together with social learning, it explains more than one-third of the variance
in the target construct. Contrary to social learning, social comparison does not
have any far-reaching indirect effects through normative influence on other
constructs. This explains the human tendency to look for common standards and
norms first and to make comparisons with other people only in their absence.
Normative influence demonstrated a strong and significant effect on
perceived persuasiveness, and together with social learning, it explained almost
one-half of the variance in the target construct. This explains how significantly
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perceived persuasiveness is influenced by the natural drive of human beings to
learn and follow social norms.
Similar to previous studies (Drozd et al. 2012, Lehto et al. 2012), the findings
of this study demonstrated a moderate but significant effect of perceived
persuasiveness on behavioral intention, and together with social learning, it
explained almost one-fourth of the variance in the target construct. Overall, this
study demonstrated the persuasive powers of the social influence features of
social learning, social comparison, and normative influence and their effects on
the behavioral intention to engage in feedback-sharing.
5.4

Study IV: User engagement in collaborative interaction

Drawing on socio-psychological theories, Study IV explored how social influence
design principles alter user engagement in collaborative interaction during public
events. Based on a theory-driven research model, a persuasive information system
comprising social influence design principles of cooperation, social learning, and
social facilitation was implemented and examined with a sample of 101
participants. This study attempted to answer the following research question:
How do social influence design principles of social facilitation, social
learning, and cooperation persuade people to collaborate through publicly
displayed systems integrated with social media?
Research hypotheses and model
The research model for Study IV was developed based on the three social
influence design principles (Fig. 15). The social facilitation design principle helps
in promoting social learning by discerning others actively engaged in
collaboration (Gasser et al. 2006, Zajonc 1965); thus, it was hypothesized that
social facilitation has a positive effect on social learning (H1). In novel social
contexts, social learning advances cooperation, as it provides the means for
observing how others collaborate (Barthelmess et al. 2006, Burke et al. 2009) and
learn from them (Bandura, 1977), thus increasing peoples’ capabilities to
collaborate. It was therefore hypothesized that social learning has a positive effect
on cooperation (H2).
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Fig. 15. Research model in Study IV (© 2014 AIS).

The aim of Study IV was to uncover how the three social influence design
principles modify people’s attitudes—that is, persuade them to engage in
collaboration within the specified context—and behaviors—that is, actual
engagement or behavioral intention to do it in the future. Attitude is defined as
people’s positive or negative feelings about performing the target behavior (Ajzen
1991). Crano and Prislin (2006) suggest that attitude is the central issue to be
considered when reflecting on persuasion, as it represents an evaluative
integration of cognitions and affects. According to the theory of planned behavior
(Ajzen 1991), attitude toward behavior is influenced by perceived behavioral
control, originating from human self-efficacy (Bandura 1986). This implies that
people’s attitudes toward engaging in collaboration, which for present purposes
can be operationalized as perceived persuasiveness (Drozd et al. 2012, Lehto et al.
2012, Lehto 2013), is determined by beliefs about capability to collaborate with
others (Bowles & Gintis 2002) and learning how to do it (Bandura 1977, 1986). If
such beliefs are facilitated through environmental factors, then people experience
positive feelings about the target behavior. It was therefore hypothesized that
social learning (H3a) and cooperation (H3b) positively affect perceived
persuasiveness.
Finally, Ajzen (1991) suggests that people’s attitude toward behaviors is one
of the primary determinants of their behavioral intentions, which are immediate
and important predictors of actual human behavior. This means that if people
develop a positive attitude toward such cooperative behavior through persuasive
experiences, they are likely to collaborate both now and in the future. It was
therefore hypothesized that perceived persuasiveness affects actual engagement
(H4a) and behavioral intention to engage in the future (H4b).
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Data collection and respondents
To empirically assess the effects of the designed social influence features, the
adjusted version of the earlier-described system was tested in five sessions
designed to engage users in collaborative interaction. All the sessions were run in
similar settings, with topics and tasks adjusted to the specific interests of each
audience. In the sessions, participants addressed issues related to airline travel,
where the general task was to generate suggestions that would motivate travelers
to arrive earlier to an airport. For example, in one of the sessions, participants
were involved in a discussion about how elements of gamification could be
helpful in accomplishing this objective. On each occasion, the main role of the
facilitator was to present the session topic and task. Each session took place in an
auditorium where the system was projected on a large screen (on the right in Fig.
16). At the beginning of each session, the system was briefly explained, along
with a reminder that participation was voluntary. Complimentary access to Twitter
was provided for those who did not have their own accounts.

Fig. 16. Socio-technical context of Study IV (© 2014 AIS).
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People in the audience could choose whether to participate or not, and when and
how to interact with the system (i.e., send tweets). Participants were told that the
main purpose for having the system (Fig. 17) displayed in front of them was as an
alternative means of exchanging content related to the presented topic and task.
Verbal communication was permitted in just the same way as is typical during
lectures and presentations. In such a setting, participants naturally tend to pose
questions while trying not to interrupt the presenter too often, and so the system
became a convenient tool for participants to share, discuss, and develop ideas for
the given task.

Fig. 17. System display for Study IV emphasizing collaborative interaction (© 2014
AIS).

Each session lasted about an hour. At the end, an identical questionnaire was
distributed to participants in both online and paper form, with questions
measuring respondents’ perceptions about the system (Appendix 4, seven-point
Likert-type scale indicators), Twitter experience, and demographics. Again, filling
out the questionnaire was voluntary, so people could choose whether to respond
to it or not.
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In five sessions, 101 valid responses were collected from 135 participants
(ranging from 15 to 38 people per session). From the valid responses, 57 (56%)
came from users of the system who had posted at least one tweet, while 44 (44%)
came from respondents who had only observed the system being used by others.
In terms of gender distribution, 34% of respondents were female and 67% were
male.
Results
In the research model (Fig. 18), social facilitation explains one-fourth (25%) of
the variance in social learning, which further explains 59% of the variance in
cooperation. Next, social learning together with cooperation explain 46% of the
variance in perceived persuasiveness, which then alone explains 34% of the
variance in actual engagement and 45% of the variance in users’ behavioral
intention to engage in collaboration through such systems in the future. In
addition, it was found that cooperation has a strong and significant moderating
effect on the relationship between social facilitation and social learning (marked
with the dotted line).
INFL

FREQ
β = 0.28 ***

β = 0.43 ***

SF

(19%)

Social facilitation

β = 0.26 ***

SL

EN

(33%)

Social learning

(34%)

Engagement
β = 0.44 ***
(.28)

β = 0.58 ***

β = 0.30 *

PP

β = 0.30 ***
(.18)

CR

(46%)

Perceived
persuasiveness

β = 0.77 ***

(59%)

Cooperation

β = 0.67 ***

BI

(45%)

Behavioral
intention

Fig. 18. Research model in Study IV with results (© 2014 AIS).

These findings confirmed the importance of social influence features in designing
persuasive systems for user engagement in collaborative interaction using public
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displays and social media. The findings provided empirical evidence for the
pertinence of the research model and theory-driven hypotheses. All effects in the
model are significant, and most are strong and sizeable.
It was noteworthy to find such a strong confirmation of the persuasive
capacity of social learning (Bandura 1977, 1986). As outlined earlier in the theory
section, this concept is one of the main building blocks of social influence among
humans in groups: people learn from others and so develop their capabilities
(Burke et al. 2009, Chiu et al. 2006). This study demonstrated the effects of social
learning as persistent throughout the model up to actual engagement and
behavioral intention, thus reaffirming its theoretical foundations. Social
facilitation (Zajonc 1965) also played an important role in fostering the learning
process: in other words, if people are able to discern others as being actively
engaged, they are more likely to learn from them.
Social learning also strongly affects cooperation (Malone & Lepper 1987,
May & Doob 1937, Mead 1937, Schoenau-Fog 2012), and together, they largely
account for perceived persuasiveness. By observing others, people acquire
knowledge about ways of collaborating in a certain social context (Burke et al.
2009, Firpo et al. 2009), giving rise to people’s favorable impression of a given
system—that is, how much they felt persuaded to engage in collaborative activity.
As expected, users’ perceptions of the persuasiveness of the system strongly
affect their actual engagement and behavioral intentions to use such systems in
the future (Ajzen 1991, Venkatesh 2003, Venkatesh 2012). This implies that social
influence design principles affect not only users’ behaviors while using the system,
but also their attitudes concerning intended future behaviors, which is a longerterm effect.
Additionally, cooperation demonstrates a strong and significant moderating
effect on the relationship between social facilitation and social learning. In other
words, the more users experience collaboration, the more they learn from a
growing number of other active participants. This implies that cooperation may
exert a considerable effect on social learning as well, meaning that the more
people collaborate, the more they learn from each other. All three social influence
design principles are seen to have a strong and significant role in explaining and
predicting user engagement in collaboration mediated by the designed persuasive
system.
The findings also revealed two control variables (marked with the dashed
lines in Fig. 18). First, INFL had a controlling effect on social facilitation, which
means that those respondents who perceived Twitter to be an influential tool for
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stimulating action outside the virtual world were more receptive to recognizing
others participating with them. In other words, people who are more sensitive to
social facilitation effects (Zajonc 1965) may also be more inclined to develop
beliefs about Twitter as an influential tool and vice versa. Second, FREQ has a
controlling effect on social learning, which means that more frequent tweeters had
richer learning experiences while using the system. This implies that in this
setting, frequent Twitter users are better equipped with social learning capabilities
(Bandura 1977, 1986) than those users who tweet less often.
5.5

Study V: Motivating customers to generate feedback

Drawing upon socio-psychological theories, this study explored how social
influence design principles change user engagement in sharing feedback. For that
purpose, an information system consisting of seven social influence design
principles was implemented on public displays and examined with 77 Twitter
users. Accordingly, this study attempted to answer the following research question:
How can social influence design principles persuade people to engage with
publically displayed systems that are integrated with social media?
Research hypotheses
The review of related theoretical foundations demonstrated that all seven social
influence design principles from the Persuasive Systems Design model (OinasKukkonen & Harjumaa 2009) embrace, in one form or another, an effect on
human attitude and behavior. Attitude, according to Ajzen (1991), is defined as
peoples’ positive or negative feelings about performing a target behavior; it is the
central perspective that must be considered when reflecting on persuasion, as it
represents an evaluative integration of cognitions and affects (Crano & Prislin
2006). This implies that peoples’ attitudes toward generating and sharing
feedback, that is, toward the perceived persuasiveness (Lehto et al. 2012) of the
system in Study V, were altered by social influence design principles. Thus,
hypothesis H1 was formulated: social influence design principles positively affect
perceived persuasiveness.
Furthermore, Ajzen (1991) has suggested that peoples’ attitudes toward
behaviors are primary determinants of their behavioral intentions and are
immediate and important predictors of their actual behavior. This means that
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people are likely to also share feedback in the future if they retain or develop a
positive attitude toward such contribution behavior through persuasive
experiences. Thus, hypothesis H2 was formulated: perceived persuasiveness
positively affects behavioral intention.
Data collection and respondents
To explore these hypothesized effects of social influence on human attitude and
behavior, a persuasive system was implemented with all seven social influence
design principles at its core. The interface of the system attracted people’s
attention by posing questions at the top of the display (Fig. 19), and users were
able to provide feedback using Twitter messages, that is, tweets. As people started
using the system, it automatically showed all updates on the screen display, so
everyone could follow their own actions and what others were tweeting.

Fig. 19. System display for Study V (© 2014 Springer).

Feedback provided by users was displayed in the form of a newsfeed on the left
side of the display. This feature provided a means for social learning, as it allowed
users to observe how others generated tweets and to continuously learn from that
(Bandura 1977, 1986). On the right side of the display, the remaining six social
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influence features were implemented (as described in Table 2 and presented in Fig.
4), rotating in 15-second intervals when the system was being used.
The system was demonstrated in several seminars both in Latvia and Finland.
The demonstrations were performed to empirically test the effect of the designed
social influence features. Prior to the demonstrations, the participants were
provided a brief description of the system and advised that participation was not
obligatory. In all, 77 participants volunteered and used the system. After each
demonstration, users filled out an online questionnaire about their experiences
using seven-point Likert-type scale indicators (Appendix 5). The gender
distribution of the participants was 57% female and 43% male. The majority of
participants were 25–34 years old (53%), with the next largest group being 35–44
years old (29%).
Results
As can be observed from Fig. 20, the results of the PLS-SEM analysis provided
substantial support for the structural model. They revealed that the social
influence features are intricately interconnected and that altogether, they can
explain more than half of the variance (52%) in perceived persuasiveness of the
system, which can further predict 40% of the variance in the behavioral intention
of participants to provide feedback through the system in the future. The main
direct contributors to explain the variance in perceived persuasiveness were found
to be normative influence (23%), social learning (15%), and competition (14%).
Social learning and recognition together can explain almost forty percent of the
variance in cooperation (39%), which in turn can explain more than one-third of
the variance in normative influence (35%). Social facilitation can explain 17% of
the variance in social comparison, which can further explain a quarter of the
variance in competition (25%), while it can explain a little less than one-third of
the variance in recognition (31%).
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NI (35%)

β = 0.59 ***

CR (39%)

Normative
influence

Cooperation
β = 0.41 ***

SF

(.20)

Social
comparison

SL

RE (31%)

β = 0.30 ** (.15)

Social
learning

Recognition

PP (52%)
Perceived
persuasiveness

β = 0.56 ***

β = 0.41 **

SC (17%)

(.23)

β = 0.42 ***

(.19)

Social
facilitation

β = 0.39 ***

β = 0.63 ***
β = 0.30 ***

β = 0.50 ***

CT (25%)

(.14)

Competition

BI (40%)
Behavioral intention

Fig. 20. Research model in Study V with results (© 2014 Springer).

The main direct contributors to explain the variance in perceived persuasiveness
were found to be normative influence, social learning, and competition. The
effects of the first two design principles have been discovered and verified
previously (Study III), while the latter added another significant contribution that
better explains the persuasiveness of the system. According to the relevant
theories described earlier in this dissertation, all three of these social influence
design principles, namely, social learning (Bandura 1977, 1986), normative
influence (Deutsch & Gerard 1955, Cialdini et al. 1991, Lapinski & Rimal 2005),
and competition (Malone & Lepper 1987, May & Doob 1937, Mead 1937,
Schoenau-Fog 2012), should promote favorable impressions of the given system;
that is, they should influence how much people felt persuaded to engage in
feedback generation and sharing, and this study confirmed that. Additionally, the
results revealed that normative influence, social learning, and competition play
substantial roles in predicting users’ intentions.
The remaining four social influence design principles also indicated
substantial effects on perceived persuasiveness. However, in contrast to the three
aforementioned design principles, they correlated more with other design
principles than with perceived persuasiveness.
Accordingly, it was found that cooperation (Malone & Lepper 1987, May &
Doob 1937, Mead 1937, Schoenau-Fog 2012) correlates with and positively
affects normative influence (Deutsch & Gerard 1955, Cialdini et al. 1991,
Lapinski & Rimal 2005). This implies that people in novel contexts are able to
acquire and shape social norms through ongoing cooperation (Fehr & Fischbacher
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2004), that is, through collective feedback generation and sharing, in Study V. At
the same time, people learn new behaviors by observing others (Bandura 1977,
1986). So, if people can monitor how others contribute, they can learn new ways
of collaborating in a certain social context (Firpo et al. 2009, Burke et al. 2009).
This explanation provides support for the direct positive effect of social learning
on cooperation in the model. Concurrently, cooperation is also positively affected
by recognition (Malone & Lepper 1987, Baumeister 1998), as indicated in the
model. This implies that people appreciate being recognized, which fosters their
participation and contribution (Rafaeli & Ariel 2008). As such, recognition
motivates individuals to produce more content, and therefore facilitates
cooperative efforts.
In competition (Malone & Lepper 1987, May & Doob 1937, Mead 1937,
Schoenau-Fog 2012), people strive to achieve more than others, and if successful,
they can reach a level where their accomplishments are appreciated and
recognized by others (Malone & Lepper 1987, Vassileva 2012). People have a
preference for general social recognition, which is scarce by nature, and
intensified competition unsurprisingly drives people toward achieving it (Rottiers
2010). This explains the direct positive effect of competition on recognition in the
model. Further, humans have a fundamental need to compare their behaviors with
those of other people in order to evaluate their abilities and opinions (Festinger
1954, Wood 1996, Wills 1981, Wilson & Benner 1971). Additionally, Festinger
(1954) suggested that social comparison leads to competition and not to matching
when abilities and behaviors are evaluated. Consequently, this underpins the
finding of a direct positive effect of social comparison on competition in previous
studies (e.g., Vassileva 2012) as well as in the present study. Additionally, the
three theoretical concepts, namely, social comparison, competition, and
recognition, are already intertwined on the conceptual level, as each of them
enables people to determine their individual performance (Rottiers 2010,
Vassileva 2012), which is not explicitly inherent in the other constructs in the
model (Fig. 20).
Finally, social facilitation was found to be in correlation with and to have a
direct positive impact on social comparison, which could be explained by social
facilitation theory (Zajonc 1965), suggesting that people are influenced when
surrounded by others. So, the larger the number of users interacting with the
system, the more opportunities there are for people to compare their own
behaviors with those of others.
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5.6

Summary of Studies II–V

The summary of all hypothesized direct paths in the research models from Studies
II–V is presented in Table 6. Each of the four studies examined a slightly different
research model; thus, some paths were hypothesized and supported only once.
However, the summary demonstrates a few paths that were hypothesized and
supported in several studies, such as the effects of social learning on cooperation
(in Studies II, IV, and V) and perceived persuasiveness (in Studies III–V), the
effect of normative influence on perceived persuasiveness (in Studies III and V),
and the effect of perceived persuasiveness on behavioral intention (in Studies III–
V). The latter path has already been supported in earlier studies (Drozd et al. 2012,
Lehto et al. 2012).
Table 6. Hypothesized direct paths across Studies II–V.
Path

Study II

Study III

Study IV

Study V

(n = 37)

(n = 69)

(n = 101)

(n = 77)

Social facilitation  Social learning

n/a

n/a

Supported

n/a

Social facilitation  Social comparison

n/a

n/a

n/a

Supported

Social facilitation  Recognition/competition

Supported

n/a

n/a

n/a

Social facilitation  Cooperation

Supported

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Supported

n/a

n/a

Supported

n/a

Supported

Supported

Social learning  Normative influence

n/a

Supported

n/a

n/a

Social learning  Perceived persuasiveness

n/a

Supported

Supported

Supported

Social learning  Social comparison
Social learning  Cooperation

Social learning  Behavioral intention

n/a

Supported

n/a

n/a

Social comparison  Competition

n/a

n/a

n/a

Supported

Social comparison  Normative influence

n/a

Supported

n/a

n/a

Competition  Recognition

n/a

n/a

n/a

Supported
Supported

Competition  Perceived persuasiveness
Recognition/competition  Cooperation
Recognition  Cooperation
Cooperation  Normative influence
Cooperation  Perceived effectiveness
Cooperation  Perceived persuasiveness

n/a

n/a

n/a

Supported

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Supported
Supported

n/a

n/a

n/a

Supported

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Supported

n/a

Normative influence  Perceived persuasiveness

n/a

Supported

n/a

Supported

Perceived persuasiveness  Behavioral intention

n/a

Supported

Supported

Supported

Perceived persuasiveness  Engagement

n/a

n/a

Supported

n/a

After the assessment of all direct paths between the constructs in the research
models that were hypothesized and evaluated in Studies II–V (Table 6), it was
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also essential to review the total effects between each pair of constructs that had
more than one path connecting them.
The characteristics of all relevant direct and total effects discovered in
Studies II–V are presented in Tables 7–9. First of all, the direction of any
particular path in these tables should be read beginning from a construct that is
indicated on the top of columns and heading to a construct that is listed in the
rows. If a path has some mediators, then they are listed in the column that is next
to the reported characteristics of a chosen path. For example, the direct effect of
social facilitation on social learning (SL) in Study IV is reported as .35***(.13),
where the initial number represents the strengths of the relationship, asterisks (*)
mark its significance, and the number reported in brackets describes the size of
this effect (Table 7).
In another example, the results demonstrate the effect of social facilitation on
competition (CT) that is mediated by social comparison (SC) in Study V and
reported as .21***(.05). This means that although a direct link between social
facilitation and competition was not hypothesized in that study, the results
revealed a quite strong and significant but rather small effect between the two
constructs when mediated by social comparison. If there were two or more
mediators in a particular path, then they are listed in the same sequence (Tables
7–9) as they appeared in their corresponding research models (Fig. 10, 14, 18, and
20). For example, a rather weak, significant, and small .11*(.02) but still relevant
effect of social facilitation on recognition (RE) was discovered in Study V,
although it had two mediators: social comparison, in the first place, and then
competition.
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Table 7. Summary of all relevant direct and total effects in Studies II–V.
Study

Social facilitation

Social learning

Social comparison

Effect

Mediator(s)

Effect

Mediator(s)

Effect

Mediator(s)

SL

IV

.35***(.13)

-

-

-

-

-

SC

III

-

-

.59***(.34)

-

-

-

V

.41**(.17)

-

-

-

-

-

II

.45***(.20)

-

-

-

-

-

CT

V

.21***(.05)

SC

-

-

.50***(.25)

-

RE

V

.11*(.02)

SC CT

-

-

.28***(.09)

CT

CR

II

-

RE/CT

NI

.31**(.14)

-

.39***(.18)

-

-

Construct

RE/CT

-

-

-

-

IV

.27***(.08)

SL

.77***(.59)

-

-

-

V

-

-

.42***(.20)

-

.11**(.02)

CT RE

III

-

-

.47***(.27)

-

.20*(.09)

-

-

-

.59***(.34)

SC

-

-

V

-

-

.25***(.08)

CR

-

-

PE

II

.31***(.05)

RE/CT CR

.24**(.05)

CR

-

-

PP

III

-

-

.20*(.11)

-

-

-

-

-

.52***(.26)

SC NI

-

-

.24***(.07)

SL CR

.44***(.28)

-

-

-

-

-

.67***(.43)

CR

-

-

-

-

.30**(.15)

-

-

-

.40***(.20)

CR NI

-

-

-

.28*(.12)

-

-

-

-

-

.42***(.18)

SC NI PP

-

-

IV

.16***(.04)

SL CR PP

.48***(.26)

CR PP

-

-

V

-

-

.25***(.09)

CR NI PP

-

-

IV

.14***(.02)

SL CR PP

.39***(.11)

CR PP

-

-

IV
V
BI

EN

III

.18***(.02) CT RE CR NI
-

In cases when more than one path connects a pair of constructs, it is important to
report both the direct and total effects between these constructs, because the total
effect is typically larger than the direct one. For example, competition had the
direct .30***(.14) and total .35***(.16) effects on perceived persuasiveness (PP)
in Study V, as can be observed from Table 8.
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Table 8. Summary of all relevant direct and total effects in Studies II–V (continued 1).
Construct

Study

Recognition/competition

Competition

Recognition

Effect

Mediator(s)

Effect

Mediator(s)

Effect

Mediator(s)

RE

V

-

-

.56***(.31)

-

-

-

CR

II

.47***(.25)

-

-

-

-

-

V

-

-

.23***(.07)

RE

.41***(.19)

-

V

-

-

.13**(.03)

RE CR

.24***(.07)

CR

PE

II

.28***(.09)

CR

-

-

-

-

PP

V

-

-

.30***(.14)

-

-

-

-

-

.35***(.16)

RE CR NI

.09**(.03)

CR NI

-

-

.22***(.07) RE CR NI PP

.06**(.03)

CR NI PP

NI

BI

V

Table 9. Summary of all relevant direct and total effects in Studies II–V (continued 2).
Construct

Study

Cooperation

Normative influence

Perceived persuasiveness

Effect

Mediator(s)

Effect

Mediator(s)

Effect

Mediator(s)

NI

V

.59***(.35)

-

-

-

-

-

PE

II

.60***(.36)

-

-

-

-

-

PP

BI

EN

III

-

-

.53***(.34)

-

-

-

IV

.30***(.18)

-

-

-

-

-

V

.23***(.12)

NI

.39***(.23)

-

-

III

-

-

.15*(.06)

PP

.28*(.12)

-

IV

.20***(.11)

PP

-

-

.67***(.45)

-

V

.15**(.06)

NI PP

.25***(.12)

PP

.63***(.40)

-

IV

.17**(.04)

PP

-

-

.58***(.34)

-

These findings provide grounds for further research regarding the correlations
between the seven social influence aspects and their capacity to account for the
persuasiveness of information systems. In the next section, the findings are
discussed in more detail.
5.7

Framework for studying SIS

Based on Studies II–V and the corresponding findings presented in Tables 6–9, a
framework for studying SIS is proposed in Fig. 21. The solid arrows in the
framework represent the supported relationships between the social influence
design principles explored in Studies II–V. The grey oval background areas
illustrate three clusters of social influence design principles that have emerged as
potentially more effective for influencing user involvement (attitudinal outcome),
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participation (behavioral outcome), and engagement (concurrent attitudinal and
behavioral outcome).

Fig. 21. Framework for studying SIS.

Social learning (Bandura 1977, 1986) was found as one of the most central design
principles in all of Studies II–V, having strong direct effects on cooperation
(Studies II, IV, and V), normative influence (Study III), social comparison (Study
III), perceived persuasiveness (Study III–V), and behavioral intention (Study III).
The participants of these studies were able to observe the behavior of other users
through the system and learn from that (Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa 2009).
Social facilitation (Guerin & Innes 2009, Zajonc 1965) was found to be the
only design principle that has no inbound arrows from other design principles in
the research models. At the same time, social facilitation directly affects social
learning (Study IV), social comparison (Study V), competition (Study II), and
cooperation (Study II). The participants of these studies were able to discern other
users through the system (Fig. 4c) (Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa 2009).
Social comparison (Festinger 1954) was found to have strong direct effects
on normative influence (Study III) and competition (Study V). The participants of
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these studies were able to compare their behavior with behaviors of other users
through the system (Fig. 4a), thus affecting their behavior (Oinas-Kukkonen &
Harjumaa 2009).
Competition (Deutsch 2011, Malone & Lepper 1987) was found to have
strong direct effects on recognition and perceived persuasiveness (both in Study
V). The participants of this study were able to see how they compete with other
users through the system (Fig. 4e), which affected their behavior (OinasKukkonen & Harjumaa 2009). Recognition (Baumeister 1998, Malone & Lepper
1987) was found to have a strong direct effect on cooperation (Studies II and V).
The participants of these studies were able to receive public recognition through
the system (Fig. 4f), which affected their behavior (Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa
2009).
Cooperation (Axelrod 2000, Deutsch 2011, Malone & Lepper 1987) was
found to have strong direct effects on normative influence (Study V), perceived
effectiveness (Study II), and perceived persuasiveness (Study IV). The
participants of these studies were able to see the results of cooperative efforts of
all users through the system (Fig. 4d), which affected their behavior (OinasKukkonen & Harjumaa 2009).
Normative influence (Cialdini et al. 1991) was found to be the only design
principle that has no outbound arrows to other design principles in the research
models. However, normative influence has a strong direct effect on perceived
effectiveness (Studies III and V). The participants of these studies were able to
see through the system how other users behaved (Fig. 4b), which affected their
behavior (Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa 2009).
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6

Discussion

The results of this dissertation reveal the strength and prominence of social
influence features in designing persuasive systems for user engagement. This was
demonstrated by studying feedback-sharing and collaborative interaction through
public displays that were integrated with Twitter. The findings provide empirical
evidence for the pertinence of the proposed theoretical research models in Studies
II–V and therefore contribute to the existing body of knowledge.
Study V revealed the strongest correlations between the seven social
influence design principles and their predictive powers to account for the
persuasiveness of the system. It was remarkable to discover that the seven social
influence design principles can explain more than half of the variance (52%) in
the perceived persuasiveness of the system, which further can predict forty
percent of the variance in the behavioral intention of participants to provide
feedback through the system in the future. This implies that social influence
design principles affect people’s behaviors not only when they are using the
system, but also affects their attitudes about their future behaviors, indicating that
there is a long-lasting effect. These findings demonstrate several advances
compared to previous research in which only a few social influence features were
explored and less variance was explained (Studies II–IV).
The results of Study I revealed several patterns of behavioral and attitudinal
changes among Twitter users. One of the main findings confirmed that users with
longer experience on Twitter consider it to be more influential for stimulating
actions outside the virtual world. This finding underpinned the selection of
Twitter as the social media platform for integration with publicly displayed
systems that were further examined in Studies II–V.
The results of Study II revealed that five social influence design principles,
namely, social facilitation (Zajonc 1965), social learning (Bandura 1977, 1986),
cooperation, competition, and recognition (Malone & Lepper 1987), are relevant
for fostering user engagement in feedback-sharing. Further results demonstrated
that together, they explain more than half of the variance (54%) in users’
perceptions about the effectiveness of the system.
Study III was focused on studying how persuasive software features of social
learning (Bandura 1977, 1986), social comparison (Festinger 1954), and
normative influence (Cialdini et al. 1991) relate to each other and how they affect
the persuasiveness of an information system and the behavioral intention to use it
for sharing feedback. The results demonstrated that these features accounted for
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45% of the variance in users’ perceptions about the persuasiveness of the system
and 24% of the variance in their behavioral intention to use such systems in the
future.
Study IV was designed for studying the effects of social facilitation (Zajonc
1965), social learning (Bandura 1977, 1986), and cooperation (Axelrod 2000,
Deutsch 2011) on voluntary collaborative interaction. The results revealed that
these features accounted for 46% of the variance in users’ perceptions about the
persuasiveness of the system, which alone explained 34% of the variance in
actual engagement and 45% of the variance in users’ behavioral intention to use
such systems in the future.
Although the research model in Study V already summarizes the main
findings from Studies II–IV, this comprehensive model needs to be further
investigated and tested in other settings and with various combinations of the
design principles. Ultimately, all future research models should incorporate
dependent variables that measure actual user behavior and change in it.
6.1

Theoretical implications

The summarized results of Studies II–V (Section 5.6) provide grounds for further
theory development regarding the correlations between social influence design
principles and their capacity to account for the perceived persuasiveness of
socially influencing systems (SIS) and the subsequent behavioral intention of
users to interact with such systems in the future.
The hypotheses for the framework of SIS (Section 5.7) are listed in Table 10.
Most of them have been supported already in some of the Studies II–V, but the
last three hypotheses are marked as new, and therefore should be further
investigated. However, the studies that are mentioned in brackets next to them
provide grounds for the possibility of these three hypotheses, presented with
dashed lines in Fig. 21.
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Table 10. Hypotheses for the framework of SIS.
Hypothesis

Supported in Study

Social facilitation positively affects social learning.

IV

Social facilitation positively affects social comparison.

V

Social facilitation positively affects competition.

II

Social facilitation positively affects cooperation.

II

Social learning positively affects social comparison.

III

Social learning positively affects cooperation.
Social learning positively affects normative influence.

II, IV, V
III

Social comparison positively affects competition.

V

Social comparison positively affects normative influence.

III

Competition positively affects recognition.

V

Recognition positively affects cooperation.

V

Cooperation positively affects normative influence.

V

Social learning/social comparison/normative influence positively affects involvement.

New (III, V)

Social learning/social facilitation/cooperation positively affects participation.

New (II, IV)

Social learning/competition/recognition positively affects engagement.

New (II, V)

6.2

Practical implications

Practitioners can already design their own systems based on the artifacts provided
in this dissertation, or they can develop new approaches, for example by
redesigning some of the social influence features. Businesses can easily utilize the
existing infrastructure, that is, public screens, to establish such systems on their
premises and collect feedback from their customers immediately. Further,
organizations could launch such systems within their work environment to
facilitate internal discussions. For example, a screen in a coffee room could
potentially engage employees in sharing feedback about concerns and ideas
related to their work.
Any implementation of such systems in actual physical places provides
another opportunity for researchers to test various designs of social influence
features, thereby complementing the existing body of knowledge. Supermarkets,
movie theaters, museums, government offices, hospitals, schools, restaurants,
transportation spots, and even vehicles can gradually turn into natural
environments for customer engagement.
Along these lines, the Twitter-based system presented in this dissertation has
also been piloted on a public display at Oulu Airport in Finland (Fig. 1), and the
initial outcomes have demonstrated its practical relevance. For example, two
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interesting and relevant tweets have already been received by the system from
airline travelers in Oulu Airport. As an answer to the question “What dish you
would like to be included in the menu of Hello Cafe?” one Twitter user responded
“rössypottu,” which is a traditional Finnish dish that originates from the Oulu
region yet is very much unknown in the southern parts of the country. Another
Twitter user in response to the question “What kind of improvements you would
suggest for services provided in Oulu Airport?” provided the following tweet: “If
travelers are asked to take off their boots at the security check, please make sure
that the carpets are dry in that area.” This last tweet arrived during the winter
season and made perfect sense for what should be immediately improved in
servicing airport and airline customers.
6.3

Limitations

Limitations of this research include the setting, where users were able to watch
others sharing feedback, and a relatively narrow sample size of respondents in
Studies II, III, and V. In Studies II and III, the airport setting was simulated; thus,
the respondents had to imagine that they were airline travelers waiting for their
departures at an airport. In the same studies, the majority of respondents were
students and therefore represented a limited age group.
The responses in all studies were self-reported, which limits the
generalizability of the findings toward possible changes in the actual attitudes and
behaviors of participants. Thus, the related future research should be focused on
examining the effects of the factors studied in this work on actual human behavior
rather than intentions, perceptions, and other self-reported factors, as this has
implications for the validity of the findings. For example, users might report that
they felt actively engaged with a system when they actually had posted only a few
tweets, according to real-time data from Twitter or the system’s log file.
There are also limitations with regard to the design of the implemented
persuasive software features, as they have not been rigorously tested prior to
Studies II–V. Of course, the design of each social influence feature was developed
and improved throughout all the studies, but more work should be done in
sharpening their visual representations. In Study II, for example, the goal of 100
tweets most likely had a stronger motivational effect on users before it was
reached rather than after that. And in Study III, social comparison and normative
influence were manipulated, but it appeared that the participants perceived both
implementations quite similarly.
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Another limitation of this dissertation is related to the self-developed
measurement items that were used in the studies. Although they are derived from
a number of relevant scientific sources, their wording should be further improved
and verified before conducting future studies. Scholars should be especially
careful when working on the distinction between items that are intended for
measuring respondents’ perceptions about social influence principles in general
and their implementations as corresponding persuasive software features.
Nevertheless, the obtained research models, the proposed framework, the
reviewed theoretical concepts, and the design of particular social influence
features could be applied and tested in multiple other contexts.
6.4

Future research directions

Further research should focus on applying the framework for studying SIS
(Section 5.7), broadening the research background (Fig. 6), extending the research
models (Studies II–V) with other social influence design principles, and refining
the design of the examined persuasive software features. However, particular
future studies could be focused not only on testing expanded versions of the
current research models, but they could also break it down and test each social
influence design principle separately or in different combinations. Such studies
would contribute to the development of a more elaborate understanding of various
social influence design principles and their effects on user behavior when
implemented as persuasive software features.
Another direction for further research would be to study the design of
particular social influence features. The number of different implementations for
the same feature is limitless; thus, further research in this direction would reveal
new design patterns that have increased power to shape user behavior. These
designs can then be tested in the same or in different contexts to find their best fit.
In the future, where countless screens are increasingly entering public places
(Davies et al. 2014), socio-technical systems could gradually provide a seamless
and natural channel for businesses to engage with their customers. These channels
could play a significant role in advancing customer relationships on the one hand,
while increasing the amount of relevant feedback for organizations on the other
because they enable immediate interaction at the place where customers acquire
new experiences about a certain service or product.
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7

Conclusions

The studies presented in this dissertation are highly relevant, as they advance the
design of future information systems (Loock et al. 2011). Along these lines, this
dissertation provides both researchers and practitioners with richer insights on
how social influence principles could be designed as persuasive software features
in information systems aimed at facilitating behavior change.
Drawing upon socio-psychological theories (Axelrod 2000, Bandura 1986,
Cialdini et al. 1991, Deutsch 2011, Festinger 1954, Guerin & Innes 2009, Malone
& Lepper 1987, Zajonc 1965) and interconnecting them through the Persuasive
Systems Design model (Oinas-Kukkonen & Harjumaa 2009), this dissertation
explored the effects of social influence design principles on user behavior with
respect to their engagement in feedback-sharing and collaborative interaction
through public displays that are integrated with social media, which is Twitter in
the case of this dissertation.
The main contributions of this research include the reviewed background of
social influence design principles, the designed persuasive software features, the
developed measurement instruments, the constituted research models, and the
proposed framework for studying socially influencing systems (SIS). These
contributions supplement the existing body of knowledge and can be instrumental
for scholars focusing on research related to social influence effects on user
behavior mediated by information systems.
This dissertation provides valuable input for further research related to social
influence on user behavior and highlights several useful features for designers of
persuasive systems. At the same time, organizations can gain immediate benefits
by designing and launching similar systems on their premises in order to collect
feedback from their customers.
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Appendix 1: Survey items for Study I
Table 11. Survey items from the online Twitter survey in Latvia.
Original questions in Latvian language

English translation

Cik sen Jūs lietojat Twitter?

How long you have been using Twitter?

Mazāk kā 6 mēnešus

Less than 6 months

No 6 mēnešiem līdz 1 gadam

6 months to 1 year

No 1 līdz 2 gadiem

1 to 2 years

Vairāk kā 2 gadus

2 years or more

Cik profiliem Jūs sekojat?

How many profiles you follow?

Cik profili seko Jums?

How many followers you have?

Jūs tvītojat:

You tweet:

Katru dienu

Every day

Vairākas reizes nedēļā

Several times per week

Dažreiz mēnesī

Sometimes during a month

Reizi dažos mēnešos

Once in several months

Netvītoju
Jūs sevi kā Twitter lietotāju uzskatāt par:

Do not tweet
As a Twitter user, do you consider yourself a:

Satura radītāju (Jums ir blogs, Jūs pievienojat

Content creator (you have your blog, you add

bildes, mūziku, aktīvi tvītojat)

pictures, music, and tweet actively)

Reaģētāju uz citu radīto saturu (Jūs komentējat,

Responder to the content created by others (you

pats dažreiz izplatiet informāciju)

comment, sometimes share your information)

Lasiet un retvītojiet

Reader and retweeter

Tikai lasiet

Reader only

Kāds ir informācijas ticamības līmenis Twitter vidē? What is the level of credibility on Twitter?
Nav ticamības momenta

No credibility

Zems

Low

Vidējs

Medium

Vidēji augsts

Medium high

Augsts

High

Vai Latvijas Twitter vidē pastāv pašu lietotāju radīti

Do there exist some communication and/or

komunikācijas/uzvedības likumi, kuri ir jāievēro?

behavioral rules on Twitter?

Jā

Yes

Nē

No

Grūti pateikt

Hard to say

Vai Jūs uzskatāt, ka Twitter ir spēcīgs ierocis, kas

Do you think Twitter is a powerful tool to call for

var aicināt uz darbību ārpus virtuālās vides?

action outside the virtual world?

Jā

Yes

Nē

No

Grūti atbildēt

Hard to say
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Original questions in Latvian language

English translation

Jūsu dzimums?

Your gender?

Sieviete

Female

Vīrietis
Jūsu vecums?

Male
Your age?

Līdz 15 gadiem

Less than 15 years

15 - 19

15 - 19

20 - 24

20 - 24

25 - 29

25 - 29

30 - 34

30 - 34

35 - 39

35 - 39

40 - 44

40 - 44

45 - 49

45 - 49

50 un vairāk
Jūsu izglītība?

50 and more
Your education?

Mācos skolā

Studies in school

Vidējā

Secondary school

Augstākā

Bachelor’s

Maģistrs

Master’s

Doktors
Jūsu twitter profila vārds? [Nav obligāti jānorāda.]

Doctorate
Your Twitter username? [Optional.]
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Appendix 2: Measurement items for Study II
Table 12. Constructs, indicators, combined loadings, means and standard deviations
(SD).
Construct

Indicators

Social facilitation

The displayed growing number of other active participants

(4.96±1.14)

encouraged me to be more active in tweeting.
I perceived the displayed number of active participants as a

Loading

Mean±SD

.86

5.05±1.39

.79

5.19±1.15

.84

4.62±1.55

.78

4.97±1.52

.85

4.35±1.69

positive motivator that showed me how many others were
tweeting at the same time.
The dynamic flow of tweets on the big display made me feel
like posting more tweets.
Social learning

Tweets provided by others on the big display encouraged

(4.50±1.32)

me to come up with my own tweets.
The content tweeted by others encouraged me to create my
own responses.
From the tweets of others, I learned how to tweet myself.

.75

4.16±1.80

Recognition/

The displayed [public recognition/list of top responders]

.83

4.65±1.40

Competition

motivated me to produce more tweets.

(4.77±1.27)

The displayed [public recognition/list of top responders]

.88

4.81±1.58

.85

4.84±1.48

.86

4.78±1.75

.67

5.14±1.51

.82

4.49±1.63

.65

5.59±1.28

helped me to monitor my performance.
The displayed [public recognition/list of top responders]
motivated me to improve my performance.
Cooperation

The displayed goal of 100 tweets and the adjacent counter

(4.80±1.29)

stimulated me to produce more tweets.
I perceived the goal of 100 tweets as a group task that
requires cooperation from all participants including me.
I felt more willing to post additional tweets as the total
number of tweets got closer to the goal of 100.

Perceived

I think that the system is effective for encouraging users to

effectiveness

participate.

(5.28±0.95)

I believe that the system would work well in a real airport.

.89

5.00±1.29

I would expect the system to increase user participation in

.81

5.24±1.07

the development or improvement of services when provided
by airports or airline companies.
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Appendix 3: Measurement items for Study III
Table 13. Constructs, indicators, combined loadings, means and standard deviations
(SD).
Construct

Indicators

Social learning

The system enabled me to learn from others.

Loading Mean±SD
.66

4.71±1.11

(4.55±1.05)

I learned from tweets provided by others in the

.87

4.65±1.22

.84

4.28±1.67

.73

4.88±1.28

.84

5.19±1.14

.76

5.13±1.55

.79

4.72±1.15

.82

4.74±0.95

.77

4.52±1.36

system.
Observing tweets posted by others in the system
helped me to respond.
Social comparison

The system helped me compare my performance with

(5.07±1.03)

the performance of others.
In the system I could see similar others who perform
like me.
In the system I could see others who are less active
comparing to me.

Normative influence

The system provided me with information about how

(4.66±0.91)

most people perform.
The system displayed common patterns that people
would normally follow.
The system explained me how people usually
respond.

Perceived persuasiveness

The system encouraged me to tweet.

.88

4.71±1.58

(4.58±1.16)

The system motivated me to participate more actively.

.85

4.72±1.37

The system influenced my thoughts while using it.

.65

4.30±1.40

Behavioral intention

I would consider using such a system while being in

.94

4.83±1.41

(4.77±1.31)

airports.
.94

4.84±1.37

.94

4.64±140

I would be willing to try such a system in the future
while being in airports.
I would like to use such a system when traveling
through airports.
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Appendix 4: Measurement items for Study IV
Table 14. Constructs, indicators, combined loadings, means and standard deviations
(SD).
Construct

Indicators

Loading

Mean±SD

Social facilitation

The system displayed the number of participants.

.77

6.22±1.03

(5.95±0.75)

I saw the names and/or pictures of other users in

.87

6.11±0.85

the system.
The system showed what other participants do.

.78

5.51±0.92

Social learning

The system allowed me to learn from others.

.84

5.02±1.31

(4.92±1.02)

I was able to learn from tweets provided by others

.90

5.00±1.18

.74

4.74±1.22

in the system.
Tweets showed by the system helped to create
my own tweets.
Cooperation

The system allowed its users to cooperate.

.79

5.33±1.18

(4.91±1.02)

The system displayed the result of cooperative

.80

4.68±1.28

.85

4.73±1.30

efforts among users.
I was able to cooperate with other users while
using the system.
Perceived persuasiveness

The system motivated me to tweet.

.87

4.60±1.50

(4.72±1.10)

The system involved me to participate.

.79

4.80±1.43

The system influenced my thoughts.

.72

4.74±1.18

Behavioral intention

I would use such system in the future.

.95

4.98±1.27

(5.10±1.26)

I would be willing to try such system in the future.

.93

5.30±1.38

I would like to use such system in the future.

.96

5.02±1.36
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Appendix 5: Measurement items for Study V
Table 15. Constructs, indicators, combined loadings, means and standard deviations
(SD).
Construct

Indicators

Social learning

The system helped me learn from others.

Loading Mean±SD
.81

4.70±1.38

(4.73±1.16)

Observing tweets by others in the system helped me to learn

.81

4.66±1.57

from them.
I was able to learn from tweets sent by others.

.79

4.83±1.37

Social comparison

I was able to compare others’ performances in the system.

.87

5.21±0.99

(5.01±0.88)

In the system, I noticed users with similar behaviors.

.72

4.75±1.10

In the system, I was able to compare others based on their

.80

5.08±1.22

activity.
Normative influence

The system informed me about how most people behave.

.85

4.25±1.38

(4.18±1.16)

The system displayed common patterns that people generally

.84

4.14±1.31

follow.
The system explained how people generally respond.

.88

4.14±1.36

Social facilitation

I noticed others who were using the system.

.83

5.99±0.93

(5.72±0.80)

In the system, I was able to observe others participating.

.74

5.66±0.97

In the system, I could notice the number of others participants.

.81

5.52±1.14

Cooperation

The system allowed the users to cooperate.

.85

4.34±1,54

(4.43±1.17)

The system showed me the results of cooperative efforts

.75

4.48±1.47
4.48±1.33

among users.
I noticed that the system enabled cooperation among users.

.83

Competition

The system allowed competition between the users.

.85

5.03±1.47

(4.77±1.28)

The system stimulated its users to compete.

.86

4.29±1.62

I noticed the results of competition among users in the system.

.78

4.99±1.52

Recognition

Users of the system were publicly recognized for their

.89

4.69±1.56

(5.14±1.10)

participation.
The system recognized its active participants publically.

.70

5.45±1.24

I noticed public recognition of active users of the system.

.88

5.27±1.18

Perceived

I felt motivated to engage with the system.

.81

4.55±1.76

persuasiveness

The system motivated me to participate.

.92

4.34±1.63

(4.52±1.35)

The system influenced my thoughts while I was

.74

4.68±1.53

using/observing it.
Behavioral intention

I would be willing to try such a system in the future.

.97

3.95±1.42

(3.98±1.37)

I would like to use the system in the future.

.94

3.83±1.50

I would consider using the system in the future.

.93

4.17±1.41
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